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ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
AND:
THE PLAIN VIEWiEXCEPTION:
M O R E " B A D P H Y S I C S " ....
" ':" •:

:: ~ :
"

Larry Downes*
INTRODUCTION

:,:~

A federal investigative team, suspecting insider trading at the branch
"
office of a large brokerage firm, obtains approval to intercept the :
communications of a particular broker, including phone communications.
with customers, fax transmissions, electronic marl, and computerizg~d ~ ~
trades. All office communications operate off a private branch exchange
(PBX), however, making it impractical to place a wiretap thatwould : ~
single out the suspected broker's communications. Instead, the investigators intercept and record all incoming and outgoing phone traffic of the
office. ~

"

Phone conversations that do not include the suspected brokex are
discarded immediately, but electronic communications (e.g., fax, data~

•

not only their content but also their very nature.
investigators come across evidence of narcotics
persons in the office who are not the subject of the

lion.

Can this evidence be disclosed, used, and admitted at

atrial/:

* Law Clerk, the Honorable Richard A: Posner, Chief Judge; United States Court of
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit. B.A., Northwestern University; I.D., University of
Chicago. My thanks to Professor Rochelle Dreyfussand Mr. David R. Johnson for their
suggestions on an earlier draR of this article.
1. Private branch exchanges (PBXs), which ate frcquently used in medinm and laxgc_sized
offices, allow companies to purchase trunk lines from local and long-distance carriers and
self-manage inter-office traffic using privately-owned equipment located in the office. The
PBX routes calls to and from individual extensions. Intercepting the transmissions of only
specified extensions would require access to the office, which would often defeat the need
for secrecy in the surveillance. Interview with William T. Cook, paxtner, Willian Brink
Olds Hofer Gilson and Lione (lan. 15, 1992).
In 1992, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, recognizing exactly this problem,
proposed amendments to the federal wiretapping law that would enhance their ability to
intercept communications from PBXs. Mitch Bells, FBI seeks right to tap all net services,
26 COMPUTERWORLD1, June 8, 1992; Shades of Indlfference, 1992 TIlE NATION469 (Apr.
13, 1992). In the face of opposition from the communications industry and civil liberties
groups, however, the Bureau dropped this provision when it renewed its request in 1994.
Joint Hearing of the Technology and Law 3Mbcomm. of the Senate Judiciary Comm. and the
Civil and Constitun'o~l Rights Subcomm.. of the House Judiciary Comm., Federal News
Service, Mar. 18, 1994, available in ~ ,
NEWS Library, FEDNEW File.

•
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While
complex as the one just'described; z they are l b y n o means the stuff of ~
sciencefiction. Electronic communications? are expanding inboth format. " '
and volume at a phenomenal pace i n many information-intensive'

.

industries, and their use inhigh technology crimes has received considerable publicity. 4 The FrBI, recognizing thetechnical obstacles these technologies pose to wiretapping, proposed legislation in 1992 and again
in 1994 to enhance their ability to perform such investigations.5
As investigative technologies advance with the changing characterof
telecommunications, the relationship between electronic communications
and the Fourth Amendment, which prohibits unreasonable searches of
"persons, houses, papers, and effects, "~ .will need. to be reconsidered. . . . . . .

"

2. According to a former Assistant United States Attorney, interception o f communications other than conversations are rare and generally have the cooperafion:0f a patty who
can do both screening and processing, such as a network operator whose facilities ate being
illegally diverted or invaded. Cook, supra note 1. In fact there ate n o reported cases o f
wiretaps involving anything but conversations. See also Joint Hearing o f the Technology .
!~
and L a w Subcomm. o f the Senate Judiciary Comm. and the Civil and Constitu~onal 1~'ghts ~ : "
. -.-.~
Subcomm. o f the House Judiciary Comm., Federal News Service, Mar. 18, 1994, available
in LEXIS, NEWS Library, FEDNEW File, at 14 (Sen. L e a h y : "[H]ave you had.any. ' :
.
instances where you've had a court order for a wiretap that couldn't be executed because ~ .
')
of digital teleph0ny?" Mr. Freeh: "We've had problems just short of that."); GENERAL
/ :"'
ACCOUNTINO OFFICE, GAO/IMTEC-92-68BR FBI W'n'etapping.Chal!enges (B-249358), ~
ADVANCEDCOMMUNICATIONSTECHNOLOGIESPose WIRETAPPING~ N G E . ~
2 (1992)
('[S]ince 1986, the FBI has become increasingly aware of the potential loss of wiretapping . :
: : ,.
capabifity due to the rapid deployment Of new technologies, such as cellular and integrated : ~
"
voice and data services.').
-. .
i - .':
3. "[A] transfer o f signs, signals, writing, images, sounds, data',:or intelligence o f any . .
..... nature transmitted in whole or in part by a wire, radio, electromagnetic, photoelectronie ot
photooptical system . . . . ~ Electronic Communications Privacy Act o f 1986, Pub~:L. 99508, 100 Stat. 1848 (1986) (codified as amended i n scattered sections of 18 U.S.C.)
[hereinafter "ECTA']. ECPA amended Title IlI o f the Omnibus Safe Streets and Crime
Control Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2520 (1968).
4. On the use and future o f electronic communications,: see Peter.Coy, Jonathan B.
Lcvine, Nell Gross, and GailE. Schares, Super Phones, BUSItCS~ W ~ , Oct. 7, 1991, at
138. The rapid changes in the telecommunications industry can be traced partly to the
breakup o f AT&T and consequent entry o f new providers o f telecommunications products
and services, and partly to the on-going advances in technology like fiber-optics, satellites,
PBX, electronic mail, digitized voice mail, low-cost facsimile, and electronic data
interchange (EDI). Id. On high technology crime, see 34 COMMUNICATIONS OF THE
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY, Mar. 1991 (special issue on electronic
publishing, constitutional fights, and hacking).
5. John Markoff, Wiretap Technology Plan Pushed by F.B.L Director, N . Y . TIMES, Feb.
28, 1994, at A1, C3.
6. U.S. CONST., amend. IV. - The Fourth Amendment guarantees: "[t]he right o f the
people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures, shall not be violaW,d, and no Warrants shall issue, but Upon probable
cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be
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The Co~
electron
broader Fourth Amendment concern::, to what extent.does the :,Fourth ........ "
Amendmem provide protection from
privacy?s For example, is an.electt,
Does interception constitute a seizure?~ And what ff the interception is not ....
of voices but of data, images, or some digital combination Of all three?
Does recording and analyzing the intercepted m a t e ~ invadesome
property right? 9
. . . . . .
In the landmark case of Katz v. United States;l° the Supreme Court
avoided these metaphysical questions by evaluating timFourth ~ n d ment in the broader context of personal..priv~y~.-i:HighHghfing.tlie
:.".~ ...
awkwaxdness of the Court's narrower ~.ading,Justic~Haflan criticized I ..:".:
the Olmstead decision as "bad physics as well as bad]aw.fOr reasonable
.... "
expectations of privacy may be defeated by electronic as wellas physical '::::,:}
invasion. "t i

searched, and the persons o f t
reasonableness, probable cause, a
well as the difference between a i
7. See Olmstead v. United State
347 (1967); Berger v. New York . . . . . . . . . .
~. . . . j, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(1974); Scott v. United States; 436 U.S. 128 (i976). v
.
~
~ .~.
8. This concept has also been called ~the right to belet alone, ~ Olmstead, 277 U:S. at
478 (Brandeis, J., dissenting). Olmstead was an early case that held wiretapping did not
constitute a search and seizure and thus was not governed by the Fourth Amendment:
9. Modem telephone technology, increasingly based not on wire but on fiber optic cable,
satellites, and microwave transmission, is characterized by the use o f a single channel f o r
transmission o f many different kinds o f signals simultaneously. See Coy, supra note 4, at
138.
A related problem, outside the scope o f this article, is the evidentiary value o f such
recordings. Early phone teclmology was based on analog transmission ofvoice, a relatively
simple concept that did not create significant issues o f recording accuracy. See IAMBS G.
CAP.R, Tim LAW OF ELECTRONIC SURV~J.ANCE § 7.5 at 66, 67, § 7.50)) at 72-80 (1986).
The modem approach, however, invariably includes converting the communication to a
digital signal, which must be decoded by sophisticated software to be "understood" On t h e
receiving end. Image and data are often encrypted, and in any event are never sent in forms
that are meaningful without interpretation by additional software--often proprietary to the
receiver or the carder. Introduction o f "wiretap s evidence may increasingly require expert
witnesses to explain the government's translation processes and technologies.
10. 389 U.S. 347 (1967).
11. Id. at 362 (Harlan, J., concurring). Katz, along with Berger v . New York, 388 U.S.
41 (1966), decided six months earlier, overruled Olmstead. The Court has never felt
obliged to articulate the nature of the property interest invaded by a wiretap,
Justice Black stuck to the old view, arguing that the Fo~qh Amendment could not be
applied to anything as amorphous as a conversation. He derided Harian's conclusion to the
contrary: "Such an assertion simply illustrates the propensity o f some members o f the
Coux~ to rely on their limited understanding of modem scientific subjects in order to fit the
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Since Katz, Fourth Amendment analysisinelectronic seizure casesha.~ 'i i:.~~ ":" focused on the defendant's privacy interest and, whether ,it has b e e n
,:'
unlawfully invaded. The Court has thus not,,found it necessary to. . . . .
articulate the admissibility of this type of evidence, .and the ."physics" o f
electronic evidence has generally not complicated the inquiry. At the
:
edges of criminal procedure, however, the weakness of the uneasy
analogy of these seizures to those of tangible objects becomes more ~
apparent. This article addresses one such edge, suggested by the prC-.lem
posed at the beginning: does the "Plain View" exception, - which
approves limited seizure of physical evidence not covered by a warrant
during otherwise lawful searches, apply to evidence of "other offenses"
discovered during electronic surveillance?n
This article will argue that comparing the Supreme Court's Tire HI
cases with its most recent Plain View jurisprudence ~3 suggests the Plain
View exception has minimal application i n the context of electronic
communications seized under Tire IlI. t4 Lower courts that have tried to
apply Plain View in Tire HI cases go too far, and allow evidence that has
been uncoustimtionally seized to be introduced in criminal proceedings. ~5
These cases have dealt only with recorded telephone communications, but
ultimately courts will have to consider the admissibility of electronic

Constitution to the times and give its language a meaning that it will not tolerate." Kate,
389 U.S. at 372 (Black, J., dissenting).
But there has been little argument since Karz that conversations and images intercepted
by electronic and other recording equipment and used as evidence in criminal proceedings
are appropriate subjects for Fourth Amendment analysis. See WAYNE R. LAFAVE
HEROLD H. ISRAEL, CRIMINALPROCEDURE § 4.2 at 365 (1984).
12. 18 U.S.C. § 2517(5) (1988) authorizes law enforcement officers who intercept ~
evidence concerning "other offenses" to disclose and utilize that evidence as long as it has
been seized "by any means authorized" by Title l]I. Some courts have held this seo.ion
allows the use of such evidence whenever it meets the requirements of the Plain View
exception.
13. See Horton v. California, 496 U.S. 128 (1990); Minnesota v. Dickerson, 113S. Ct.
2130 (1993).
14. Title TIT of the Omnibus Safe Streets and Crime Control Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510.
2520 (1968) [hereinafter "Title m"].
15. Evidence that has been seized in violation of the Fourth Amendment is generally
suppressed under the exclusionary rule, see LAFAVE& ISRAEL,supra note 11, § 3.1 at 13262. This rule should be applied to much of the evidence currently allowed under the
authority of 18 U.S.C. § 2517(5). See generalJy Robert A. Morse, Propriety, Under 18
U.S.C. § 2517(5), of lnterception or Use of Communications Relating to Federal Offenses
Which Were Not Specified in Original Wiretap Order, 103 A.L.R. FED. 422 (1991). See
a/so John D. LaDue; Note, Electronic Surveillance and Conversations in Plain View:
Admitting Intercepted Communications Relating to Cn'mes Not Specified in the Surveillance
Order, 65 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 490, 522 (1990) (summarizing eases and comments
regarding the exclusionary rule and § 2517(5)).
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communications such as e-mail ~ r ~ t e d
en route toincreasingiy:large:
private networks. 16 T~e Supreme Court's PlainView cases should apply
with even more exclusionary bite to:such digital communicati0us.
This piece is organized into four sections. Section I summariZes:the
development of the Plain View exception from the Court's initial rejection
of it in M a t r o n v. United 5tates17~through its rebirth andmost :recent
formulatious in Hortan v.- California ~8 and :Dickerson v. Minnesota. !9
Section II traces the parallel development of electronic search.and seizure
doctrine in the Court before and since the passage of Title TITandreviews
Supreme Court cases interpreting Title 11I. Section In provides a
framework for applying Plain View to electronic communications
intercepted under a Title HI wiretap using a basic u n d e r s ~
o f the
physical properties of these communications to resolve issues left open by
the Supreme Court's limited interpretation ofthe statute. Secfion IV then
applies the proposed tests and criticizes lower courts that have performed
the analysis without/egard to the unique mture' of the technology., The.
article concludes witha smmm~ oftedmological changes thathave made
the weakness of. Plain ,View fin searches and seizures of electronic
communications more acute and recommends that courts av0idFourth
Amendment violations by giving a very narrow reading tO Plain View in
the context of Title HI.

I. DEVELOPMENT OF THE
PLAIN VIEW EXCEPTION
A. The Matron Court's Reluctance--the Hated General Warrant
In Matron, a prohibition agent searching a "sPeakeasy" happened

upon a ledger book that showed inventories of the liquor and expense
receipts of items related to the management of the business, including
gifts to police officers. The warrant, however, authorized only the

16. The Intemet, a loosely linked public and private network, currently has 20 million
addressees and is growing rapidly. A wiretap aimed at communications on this network
would be considerably more complicated than the hypothetical of the broker's office. See
Gary Sfix, Domesticaa'ng Cyberspace, SCIENTIFICAMm~CAN, Aug. 1993, at 100, 101.
17. 275 U.S. 192 (1927).
18. 496 U.S. 128 (1990).
19. 113 S. Ct. 2130 (1993).
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seizure of"intoxicating liquors and articles for their mamtfacture. "2° The
Supreme Court addressed two questions: Whether the ledger could be'
seized under the authority of the warrant, and whether the ledger cx~ftld
be seized as incident to the arrest of the manager.
Regarding the first question, the Court ~ v o e a l l y
rejected the
government's contention that the seizure of the ledger did not violate the
Fourth Amendment. The Fourth Amendment, the Court said, originated
in the colonists' hatred for the general warrant in the form of writs of
assistance, which empowered revenue officers of the Crown, "in their
discretion, to search suspected places for smuggled goods. "21 To protect
against a general search, the FourthAmendment requires that police
obtain particularized warrants=based on probable cause which are
approved by impartial magistrates. The Court held that here the requirement of particularity had been violated, stating that "It]he requirement
that warrants shall particularly describe the things to be seized makes
general searches under them impossible and prevents the seizure of one
thing under a warrant describing another. As to what is to be taken,
nothing is left to the discretion of the officerexecuting the warrant.""
Even though the ledger was evidence of the same offense for which the
warrant was issued, and even though the officer had come across it
accidentally and in the course of a lawful search, the Court held that the
Fourth Amendment did not permit its seizure.
Still, the Court allowed the evidence to be admitted, agreeing with the
prosecution's alternate theory that it was legally seized incident to the
defendant's arrest. The officers had made the arrest "for crime being
committed in their presence," and therefore ,had a right without a
warrant contemporaneously to search the place in order to find and seize
the things used to carry on the criminal enterprise. ,23 Consequently, even
though the Court rejected the prosecutor's implicit Plain View argument,
the ledger was still lawful evidence.24

20. Matron, 275 U.S. at 193.
21. [d. at 195.
22. Id~ at 196.
23. Id. at 199.
24. According to Justice White, the Marron Court's strict reading of the particularity
requirement created a bizarre rule allowing items that could not be seized when discovered
during a warranted search to be seized by an officer who had no warrant at all, as long a s
his search was incidental to an at'test made during the commission o f a crime. An officer
acting in this exceptional situation could actually perform a more general search than an
officer who had satisfied all other Fourth Amendment requirements. See Coolidge v. New
Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443, 515 (1971) (White, 1., dissenting). This was an oddity that the
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B. The Coolidge Plurality's UneasyAdoption ,,~

In Coolidge, a plurality of the Court led by Justice Stewart reconsidered the Plain View doctrine. Since Marron, the Court noted, it h a d
approved several exceptional situations where warranfless searches and
seizures were allowed, such as when r the police "inadvertently come
across evidence while in 'hot pursuit' of afleeing suspect," and where a
police officer "is not searching for evidence against the accused, but
nonetheless inadvertently comes across an incriminating object. "~
Under similar circumstances, the plurality felttlmt the minor peril to :
the Fourth Amendment presented by the Plain View doctrine was more
than offset by a "major gain" in law enforcement. ~ But,:since all
evidence is literallyin "plain view" at the time itis seized, ,circumstances in which plain view has legal significance" needed to be defined.~
The plurality proposed the same tests for Plain View as it required for
other Fourth Amendment exceptions: "that the police officer [have] a
prior justification for an intrusion in t h e course of which he came
inadvertently across a piece of evidence incriminating the accused. "~
Justice Stewart believed both prior justification and inadvertent
discovery were needed to square Plain View with the Fourth Amendment. :
Prior jnstification for the intrusion, such as a valid warrant to seize other
evidence, satisfied probable cause for the search, and then only whenthe
significance of the evidence was "immediately apparent" to the officer,z9
The second requirement, Stewart argued, was a check that kept the police i
from avoiding both probable cause and the impartial magistrate requirements by failing to name all the items they intended to seize at the time
of an arrest. Without the inadvertence limitation, PlainView would "turn

Court would not remedy for over forty years, and even then without finality.
25. Coolidge, 403 U.S. at 465-66. The search incident to ar~,.st had also been broadened,
rela)dng the requirement that the arrest occur during the conunission o f crime. SeeWAYNE
R. LAFAvE, SRARCHAND SEIZURE § 5.2('O) at 440-45 (2d ed. 1987).
26. Coolidge, 403 U.S. at 467. The requirements for Plain View exception were not met
in Coolidge itself. See id. at 4"/2. The authority of Coolidge was of some doubt, because
the Plain View requirements were not met and Iustice Stewart's opinion commanded only
a plurality. Texas v Brown, 460 U.S. 730, 737 (1983)(plurality opinion) (stating that
Coolidge while not binding should be the Court's starting point in PlainViow cases). The
plurality itself noted that "it would be nonsense to pretend that our decision today reduces
Fourth Amendment law to complete order andharmony." Coolidge, 403 U.S. at 483.
27. Coolidge, 403 U.S. at 465.
28. ld. at 466.
29. ld. ("IT]he 'plain view' doctrine may not be used to extend a general exploratory
search from one object to another until something incriminating at last emerge~.').
+
i/'
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an initially valid (and therefore limited) search' int0~ a .'generar
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Both lustices Black and White tookexception to the second requirement. Justice Black argued that inadvertence was relevant, if at all, only
when the prior justification was a waizant. Where, as in Coolidge itself,
the search was incident to arrest, it was "independent of any power to
search for such items pursuant to a warrant~'3t Justice White, on the
other hand, argued that "inadvertence" was never necessary, and instead
created confusion. Moreover, given that the Fourth Amendment protects
"personal privacy" and "property rights," he did not see why it was even
necessary. "Police with a warrant for a rifle may search only places
where rifles might be and must terminate the search once the rifle is
found; the inadvertence rule will in no way reduce the number of places
into which they may lawfully look. "~
:

C Subsequentdevelopment (Brown, Hicks, Horton, Dickers0n)
Since Coolidge, the Court has substantially extended the Plain View
exception and sharpened its borders. In Texas v. Brown, for example,
which concerned the warrantless seizure of~ balloon in the front seat of
the defendant's car, the Court reconsidered the Coolidgerequirementthat,
to seize Plain View evidence, its value must be "immediately apparent."
The plurality inBrown rejected this requirement asan "unhappy choice
of words," and proposed instead that Plain View seizures, like any other
seizure, be conditioned on probable cause. 33
The plurality inBrown reasoned that the Fourth Amendment protected
three interests: the defendant's privacy interest in the items searched, and
his property and possessory interests in the items seized. Plain View
protected the privacy interest with the requirement of a prior lawful
justification for the search and protected the property and possessory
interests with the requirement of probable cause for the seizure. No

30. [d. at 470.
31. [d. at 509 (Black, J., dissenting).
32. Id. at 514 (White, J., dissenting). JusticeWhite continued to object to ,inadvertence"
(even in cases in which the question was reserved) until his view was ultimately adopted in
Horton. See Texas v. Brown, 460 U.S. 730, 744 (1983) (White, L , concurring); Arizona
v. Hicks, 480 U.S. 321, 329-30 (1987) (White, L , concurring).
33. Brown, 460 U.S. at 736-42. Justice Rehnquist, writing for a plurality, noted that,
since Coolidge, additional warrantle.ss search exceptions had been added, including limited
searches o f automobiles, border searches, searches with the consent o f the defendant, and
"sto'p and frisk" searches. Id.~at 735-36.
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additional FourthAmendment.interest was protected by a v~Inirement flint '-: "
evidentiary value be immediately apparent, .Thus, i n B r o ) ~ , even though
it was not immediately apparent to the officer that the balloon was lined
with narcotics, his experience with balloons of that kind gave him
probable cause to believe it was. Then, even without a warrant, he could
seize the balloon under Plain View since his search, incident:to arrest,
was justified and the seizure was supported by probable cause. 34

A majority of the Court endorsed the requirement.of probable cause
to seize inArizona v. Hicks. 35 Here a police officer, during a warranfless
search justified under the "emergency" exception, noticed an expensive
turntable in Hicks's apartment. He turnedit over to jot down the serial
number and determined later that the turntable had been reported stolea.
Writing for the Court, Justice Scalia held that since the officer testified
to only a "reasonable suspicion" that the turntable was stolfm when he
moved it, his further search for the serial number was unreasonable.~
After a review of the earlier Plain View decisions, Justice Scalia
concluded that the exception could withstand Fourth Amendment attacks
only if it were held to the same standards as warranted searches. There.
fore, he wrote "[w]e now hold that probable cause is required. "37
The Court in H o r w n v. California reconsidered the requirement that

34, ld. at 742. All ninejnstices agreed that the officer, given his prior experience, had
probable cause to believe the balloon was the type frequently used to package narcotics, ld.
at 746 (Powdl, J., concurring); id. at 750 (Stevens, L, concurring). The lnstices disagre~
on whether the government needed a warrant for the subsequent search inside the balloon.
35. 480 U.S. 321 (1987).
.
36. Id. at 326-28, echoing Justice Stevens's concurrence in Brown. The following
exchange underlines the importance o f probable cause in Plain .View search and seizure.
The majority argued that "[n]o reason is apparent why an object should routinely be seizable
on lesser grounds, during an unrelated search and seizure, than would have been needed to
obtain a warrant for that same object if it had been known to be on the premises." [d. at
327.
JusficeO'Connordisagrced, arguing foralcsser standard ofreasonableintrnsion: "'the
minimal additional intrusion which results from an inspection or examination o f an object
in plain view is reasonable if the officer was first aware o f some facts and circumstances
which justify a reasonable suspicion (not probable cause in the traditional sense) that the
object is or contains a fruit, instrumentality, or evidence o f crime.'" 480 U.S.-at 335
(O'Connor, I., dissenting) (citing LAFAVE, supra note 25, § 6.7('0) at 717).
The majority responded that "to treat searches more liberally would especially erode the
plurality's warning in Coolidge that 'the ~plain view" doctrine may not be used to extend
a general exploratory search from one object to another until something incriminating at last
emerges." Id. at 328. The explicit adoption of a probable cause stand¢- ~ for Plain View
searches and seizures will be highly relevant to the discussion o f the exception's
applicability to Title I]I warranted wiretaps.
37. Id. at 326-27 ("To say otherwise would be to cut the 'plain view' doctrine loose from
its theoretical and practical moorings.").
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te,t. InHorton, thc officer had tried.
_
: .... :
weapons: used in an armed: robbery, but.found and seized flmm anyway. : ,
{. :
dtwmg a s e a ~ for)he proceeds oftherobbery (rings), for whichihe" m :: ' . .
obtained a warrant. S i . ~ 'he suspected the guns might be f o u n d ~ ' ~
discovery of them was not ittadvertem.~
. ~,--~:,
Reviewing the history of Plain View since Coolidge, the seven justices
of the Horton majority rejected outright the inadvertence ~ e n t .
~,
The Court reiterated that the Fourth Amendment protects the d e i ; ~ ' s
privacy and argued that an .inadvertcame requkement did nothing, t o
.,:
protect that interest. 4° Insw~l, they conclu_d~l the protection of privacy
was ~ready and more adequately p~0tected by the Fourth Amendment,s
"particularity" requirement, which required that the officer, restrict the "
. "
scope and manner ofhis searchto items listed onthe warrant: ,Scrupulolls adherence to [particularity] serves the [privacy] interests in limiting
the area. and cbwation of the search that =the inadvertence requirement
inadequately protects . . . .
If the scope of the search exceeds that
permitted by the tenus of a validly issued warrant ..-. .. the subsequent
- •
se'.t2ure is unconstitutional without more."4t
- ,
In resolving the inadvertence debate, however, theCourt inHorton
reopened a "~Mferentdebate about the meaning of Coolidge. Hortontwice
made xeference to the fact that the evidentiary value of the guns seized
daring the officer's search was "immediately apparent, "~ ir.surrecti~g
language from Coolidge that had been soundly criticized by the plurality
in Brown. Whether the immediate appearance of the value ofC-,the
evidence remained a requirement for Plain View, "andif so exactly v/hat
it added to the analysis was unclear until 1993, whena unanimous Court,
including Chief Justice RebuquL~, who had authored Brown, held in
.
Minnesota:,: Dickerson that "immediately apparent" was indeed a
requirement with te2th. In Dickerson, the officer, during a pa~:down

38' Hot'ton V. California, 496 U.S. 128, 131 (1990).
39. Id. at 130 ("We conclude that even though inadvertence is a charat~ristio o f most
legitimate 'plain view' seareh~, it is not a necessary condition.'). The plurality in Brown
explicitly reserv*,ul the question o f inadvertence. Brown, 460 U.S. at 743-44.
40. Horwn, 496 U.S. at 141 ( ' I f the interest in privacy has been invaded, the violation
must have o c ~ r r e d before the object came into plain view and there is i~o need for an
'~ inadvertence limitation on seizures to condemn it.').
41. ld. at 140. "Ibis had been Justice White's view all along. See Coolidge, 403 U.S.
at 514-20 (White, J., dissenting).
.
42. Horton, 496 U.S. at 136, 142.
~r7
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seaxuh Of the defendant pursuant to a Terry stop,
object wrapped in plastic
" " ..which
" he believed
"
to be
he could not be. certain without ,'sctueezing, sliding and otherwise
manipulating the contents o f the defendant's pocket. ,45
Affirming the Minnesota Supreme Court's decision that "plain view"
could extend tO situations where the officer feels rather than sees
evidence, the Court also agreed with 'the state ~ourt :that here,:...the::~'
r~luL,~zmems of Plain View had not been satisfied. Relying on both Hicks
and Horton, the Court noted that the "immediately apparent" zequirement
was the measure of probable cause in Plain View c a s e s . . ,
the
police lack probable cause to believ e that an object in plain view is
contraband without conducting some further search of theobje~f'--i.e, i f :
its 'incriminatinv character [is not] "immediately apparent"--the plain
•
view doctrine cannot support its seizure. "46 In order to establish that the
police have probable cause to seize an object using Plain View, the
evidentiary value of the object must be immediately apparentat the
:
moment the object comes lawfully into view; there can be no "manipulating" or "further search" of any kind. ¢
The holding in Horton provides, a concise summary Of'ther L~-fellt "
requirements for,the Plain View exception-that will be applied to
I~
electronic communications in Section IV. ~Tbe seizure b y t b e police
officer of weapons.that were. not listed on his wanant was .held b y t h e
Court to be constitutional because all the.elements of Plain View were
met: (i) the warrant provided the justification for tbe initial invasion of .
privacy, and the officer had not exceeded tbe scope ;of his s e a r c h . b y :: ': i. •
looldng somewhere other than where a ring mightYbe found~/(ii):the ":~::i
officer had probable cause to believe the weapons were used in criminal
activity at the time of their seizure, and (iii) their evidentiary value was
immediately apparent at the moment weapons were discovered. 4s

"4"

43. See Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968).
44. Minnesota v. Dickerson, 113 S. Ct. 2130, 2138 (1993).
45. Id.
46. Id. at 2137, (citing Horton); see also id. at 2139 (the tumtable's stolen character was
not "immediately apparent~ in Hicks).
47. Id. at 2138-39.
48. Horton, 496 U.S. at 142 ("[T]ha search was authorized by the warrant, land] the
seizure was authorized by the 'plain view' doctrine.% Justice Brennan dissented on the
grounds that the inadvertence requirement protected a second and aequally impoztant"
Fouzth Amendment interest, the defendant's possessory interest in the items ~iized, which
he felt should also require the approval of a magistrate. He noted that "inadv6rtence" had
been adopted by forty-six states and the District of Columbia. Id. at 142-49 (Brennan, J.,
dissenting).

. . .
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AMENDMENT

A N D T I T L E 111 ~-"

A. Berger and Katz: .The Applicability of the.Fourth Amendmenty::i
,

.

.

. . :..:.:~i:
,

,.

During the period between the Marron Court's rejection of Plain:View
and its tentative acceptance in Coolidge, the-Court reconsidered and
redefined the law of electronic surveillance. In 1927, Olmstead v."United
States held that wiretapping was not subject'to Fourth Amendment

State~ ~ decisions held that the Fourth Amendment did apply to wiretapping, rejecting the Olmstead Court's more limited view.
Berger applied the Fourth Amendment to a New York wiretapping
statute and struck it down because it did not meet therequirement of
particularity. Specifically, it did not condition approval of a wiretap on
the ability o f the police to "describe with particularity the conversations "
sought."52 The Berger Court held that without particularity, a wiretap
became "a roving commission to 'seize' any and alllconversaUons...
.
.53
The New Yorkstatute,in effect allowed general warrants, the primary evil
the Fourth Amendment was designed t o cast out. u
The Berger Court recognized that electronic "searches and seizures"
were different enough from those o f tangible property, to require special
treatment, however, and specified four conditiOns necessary f o r a judge
/>
to approve a wiretap: (1) particular descriptions of the relevant-crime,
/ f'
I/
the infommtion sought, the place where the interception will occur, and

Compare the result to Hicks where Plain View w a s not allowed to~ operate in a n o n warrant search. There the officer's subsequent search o f the turntable was held to be
without probable cause. In Horton terms, the subsequent seareh could be considered a
further invasion of privacy that was not legally justified. An invasion o f privacy was not
an issue in Horton, since the officer found the guns while looking i n places he was llkel~
to fred the rings, and the search was justified by the warrant.
4 9 . . Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438 (1928); 47 U.S.C. § 605 (originally enacted
as t~-. i:ederal Communications Act o f 1934 § 605).
50. Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41 (1967).
:~
51. Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967).
:
52. Berger, 388 U.S. at 58.
53. Id. at 59.
54. ld. at 58 (ffgingMarron v. United States). The New York statut~ "actually permit[s]
general searches by electronic devices." Id.

.
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the personswhose convers~
to minimize theinterceptioJ
(3) limited duration, and a
extension; and (4) notice to
of "exigent circumstances
conditions would constitute
Amendment.
Katz explained the general princip]

don of an electronic communication
Katz had been convicted of transmitting wagering information by:wire,
:
a conviction based on evidence the government obtdned by
listening device to the outside of a phone boothKam 1 ~ ~ d
calls. The Court reversed the conviction, holding that the g o v e ~ e n t ; s
:;;
evidence had been obtained in violation Of the Fourth A m e ~
- :
:
Writing for the Court, Justice Stewart rejected the argument that
-..
Fourth Amendment protection applied only to ,tangible property;"~ and
made it clearthat the Constitution also protects personal privacy.~ S i n c e ii :i~ :!
Katzhad a ,reasonable expectation Ofrprivacy' in his phone conversa- ..... tion, s7 the listening and recording "constituted a ~--searchand S6iznre'~ ' ~i!:::
within the meaning of the fourth amendmem.,'~ Even though the "agents
confined their surveillance to the brief periods duringwhich:[Katz].used ~ i i.:
the telephone booth and took great care. to overhear only the conversa~ :: .... .~
tions of [Katz] himself," the Court-held that .their,interception Still "
required a warrant: 9
Katz established three basic principles of electronic surveillance: ~:(I)
...

55. Id. at 58-60; see also Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act o f 1968, S. REP.
No. 1097, 90th Cong., 2d Sess. 7475 (1968), reprinted in 1968 U.S.C.C.A.N. 2112,
2161-62.
56. Katz, at 352-53. Noting that this conflicted with the Olmstead Court, Katz concluded
that the "underpinnings" o f the earlier case had been "so eroded by our subsequent
decisions" that it could no longer be "regarded as controlfing." Id. at 353.
Justice Black criticized this reading: "In light o f . . . the fact that the Court expressly
refused to re~cxamine Olmstead... I cannot read [the subsequent cases] as overturning the
interpretation stated very plainly in Olmstead... that eavesdropping is not covered by the
Fourth Amendment." Id. at 371 (Black,/., dissenting). Justice Black likewise criticized
Berger as an "amorphous holding." Id. at 367.
57. Justice Harlan characterized the existence o f this interest as a two-part test: "first,
that a person have exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation o f privacy and, second, that
the expectation be one that society is prepared to recognize as "reasonable. '~ Katz, 389
U.S. at 361 (Harlan, J., concurring).
58. ffatz, 389 U.S. at 353.
59. Id. at 354-56. Obtaining one, moreover, would not have interfered with the
"legitimate needs of law enforcement." Id. at 356 (footnotes omitted).
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the Fourth Amendment protects reasonable expectat
not just "tangible objects"; (2) phone:conver~tions
protection; and (3)interception and l~.~il;ling :for p u r p o s e s " o i c ~ : . : . i . i ~ : . !- . . .
investigation constitute a ,search and seizure." Berger complemvnts Katz...
by describing the specific tcquinm~nts magistrates must apply in deciding
whether or not to authorize such searches and seizures; Together, the
two cases played an important role in the shaping of Title HI, the first ' ......
federal wiretapping statute, passed soon after. The drafters :6f Title HI,
in fact, made explicit their effort to meet the Court's requirements.
B. Title IH
Tide HI of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968,
according to the joint House and~Senate Committee Report that recommended it, "ha~ as its dual purpose (1) protecting the privacy of wire and
oral communications and (2)delineating on a uniform basis the c'lrcumstances and conditions under which the interception of .wire and oral

communications m.~y be authorized. "6° To fulfill these purposes, thebill
simultaneously outlawed the use of surveillance technology by private
parties, and:/iuthorized its use inlimited law enforcement situations: x In
authorizing interceptions, the drafters explicitly adopted the Court's
requirements from Berger and Katz. 6z
Title Hi's ban on private inteiception demonstrated Congress's

60. S. Rm,. No. 1097, supra n 0 ~ 55, at 66, reprinted in 1968 U . S . C . C . A . N . at 2153.
61. "Title HI prohibits all wiretapping and electroni c surveillance by persons other than
duly authorized law enforcement officials engaged in the investigation o f specified types o f
major crimes after obtaining a court order . . . . ~ Id. at 27, reprinted i n 1 9 6 8 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 2113.
The Repo~.~f the Prosident's Commission on Law Enforcement and Admi.~jstration o f
lustice, "The Challenge o f Crime in a Free Society ~ (1967), which Was highly influential
in the development of Title HI, had concluded that the law appficabL-, to both private and
police use of electronic surveillance had become "intolerable, ~ since it'%ervea neither the
interests of privacy nor o f law enforcement. ~ Id. at 67, reprinted in 1968 U.S.C.C.A.N.
at 2154.
.
62. [d. at 1-2, reprinted in 1968 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 2113 (~The proposed legislation conforms to the constitutional standards set out in [Berger and Katz]. ~) (citations omitted). See
also id. at 66, 68-69, 74-75 ("IT]he Court itself has now set down the constitutional
standards . . . on the use o f these techniques . . . [and] the subcommittee has used the
Berger and ~
decisions as a guide in drafting title HIs), 97, 101-105, reprinted in 1968
U.S.C.C.A.N: at 2153, 2155-56, 2161-63, 2185, 2190-94; United States v. Cox, 449 F.2d
679, 683 (10th Cir. 1971), cert. denied, 406 U.S. 934 (1972).
Berger and Katz may have even encouraged the passage of Title HI, which had failed
to be reported out o f the Judiciary committee the year before. Id. a t 66, reprinted in 1968
U.S.C.C.A.N. at 2153.
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dissatisfaction withpmvious efforts at prohibiting electronic ~ e ~ / i
:I/ , iii;
and provided federal protection for the privacy of ~ communications,.):j:: ~ii
According to the Commit~e Report, "[t]he W~mendons scientific.land:{, / : i
technological developments that have taken place in the last c e ~ - I m v e ~4"¢r
''' ":""
•
.
•
.~
" ,
made possible today the vadespread use and abuse o f electromc survei~-~
"
techniques. As:a result of these ¢L-welopments,'privacy!of
communication is seriously jeopardized .by. these .techniqueS:of ~ e i l
1~]~°

n~3

•

:;

""

.

.

The -limited authorization for use of, wiretaps by .law. e n f o r ~ e n t
organizations, on the other hand, recognized that electronic surveillance
.i.- :
could be a vital weapon in the fight against organized crime,which was
particularly effective at using wire communications., to obscure. ~llegal . . . .
activities. ~ Since section 605 of t h e Federal:C0mmunicati0ns" Act,
together with Supreme Court decisions i n c l u ~ K a t z andBerger, had" i i "effectively prevented the use in both~ Federal. anti Staiei courts :of:;?
•
"
))6J
'
.
'. "
intercepted communicationsbyvaretappmg,
statutoryauthorizationwas
.
required to bring it back.
...............
-.... :::
Tide I~ created a new federal electronic
surveillan~Scgeme
aimed.
(~
. .....
.: - , .
at both the privacy and law enforcement goals:~Section 2511 generally ~
prohibits all interception and disclosure of wire or oral communications,~.:
and section 2512 bans the "manufacture, distribution, sale, possession ~ :
advertising" of wiretapping and eavesdropping devices.67 On the law....
enforcement side, section 2515 prohibits the use of any evidence obtained
through electronic surveillance except as.authorized in section 25!6.~
:/::
That section, along with sections 2517 and 2518, are Congress's attem_pt., : '::
to meet the Fourth Amendment mauner and circumstances requirements.
of Berger and Katz. These sections define theconditions under.which a
federal judge may grant an order for electronic, surveillance, and specify
how evidence obtained under a Title:]H order may be disclosed and
E
used. 69 In accord with its specific aim of authorizing this extraordinary
investigative tool only for "major crimes," Section 2516 gives an

63. ld. at 67, reprinted in 1968 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 2154.
64. Id. at 70, reprinted in 1968 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 2157 (~The major purpose of Title lit
is to combat organized crime.').
65. Id. at 67-68, reprinted in 1968 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 2154-55.
66. 18 U.S.C. § 2511 (1988).
67. Id. § 2512.
68. Id. § 2515.
69. Id. §§ 2 5 ~ 2 5 1 8 ; see also S. REP. No. 1097, supra note 55, at 96-107, reprinted
in 1968 U.S.C.C:A.N. at 2185-96. State wiretapping statutes must likewise conform to the
constitutional mquirementa of Berger and Karz.

rganized crime. 7°
. . . . : ;:~
i!.) ;:-, .....
Section 2517(5), discussed indetail below, authorizes, . the.. nse of
evidence relating to offenses not covered by the Title Ill courtorder; so
long as such evidence is gained during an otherwise compliant:surveil=
lanceJ' This paragraph has been ci~d>by some courts.as a codificationlof the Plain View exception, n but the d i s c ~ i 0 n above ~ s C l e a r
that""
it is incorrect to give this reading to the law.. At the time of, Title HFs
passage, the Court had not recognized Plain View as a valid exception to
the Fourth Amendment warrant requirement. Marron, which rejected:
Plain View as a violation of the Fourth Amendment, was still thelaw,
and the Committee knew it. ~
-.
-.~/ .
Despite the Committee's frequently expressed intent that Title HI
provide broad protection for the privacy of wire communications, several
committee members criticized it for failing to do so. They also clues=
tioned whether the bill as written had succeeded in meeting the requirements of Berger and g a t z . 74 Since Title UI permits all the conversations :~<':
of those being investigated--including conversations with completely
innocent persons--to be intercepted, Senator Hart doubted whether Title
HI satisfied the particularity requirement. In Katz terms; to put the
problem more generally, interception of the conversations of innocent

70. 18 U.S.C. § 2516 (1988).
71. This provides an exception to § 2515, which would otherwise prohibit its use.
72. See infra note 104 and accompanying text.
73. See S. REP. NO. 1097, supra note 55, at 100, reprinted in 1968 U.S.~.C.A.N. at
2189.
One commentator has argued that § 2517(5), on its face, is at odds with the particularity
requirement of Berger, and should be held unconstitutionaL Raymond R. Kepner,
Comment, Subsequent Use of Electronic Surveillance Interceptions and the Plain View
Doctrine: Fourth Amendment Limitations on the Omnibus Crime Control Act, 9U. MICH:
LL. REF. 529, 546-53 (1976).
74. See S. PEP. No. 1097, supra note 55, at 170, reprinted in 1968 U.S.C.C.A.N. at
2231 (comments of Senator Hart). Senator Hart was concerned that Title n l failed particularity because "it authorizes all conversations of the person named in the warrant to be
intercepted o v e r the entire period of the surveillance, with law enforcement officers
authorized to sift through the many varied conversations, innocent and otherwise, that take
place during the period." Id.
Senator Hart argued that Title Ill did not meet the standards set by the Berger Court and
represented "a sweeping intrusion into private and often constitutionally protected
conversations of many, and often i.,mocent, persons," amounting to a general warrant. Id.
at 168, reprinted in 1968 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 2229. See also id. at 178, reprinted in 1968
U.S.C.C.A.N. at 2238 (individual view of Sen. Burdiek that Title Ill "was fraught with
grave doubts of constitutionality").
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partieswould certainly
The Court has never
and the privacy concert
should be kept in mind in evaluating subsequent judicial'relaxation o f
Title Hi's manner and circumstances provisious',751-;- : ~::~~
C. 1986Amendments to Title Ill: "Electronic Communications"

By the 1980's,TitleHI had become hogclcssly,outdated:bYi'apid: ":::i
advancesin telecommunicationstechnologiesand thebreakupOfAT&T's
monopoly as a common carrier.-Title HI assumed a technicalenvironment that no longer existed, in which.phone.communications were : . i
transmitted as analog signals over copper phone lines operated by asingle
carrier.
By 1986, however, those, signals , were beingseparated,
:
repackaged, digitizedand repeated, and~ were being ~ t t e d
over ,:

:~/:-:

complex'networksthatincludedmicrowave,fiber-opticcable,radio,and
a new hierarchy of intemationali national, regional, local, and private ' ~:
carriers.
....
The structure Congress created was no 10nger capable of supporting
:
either of its "dual purposes.
Title H I had: b ~ d
only the private
interception of wire communications, and:changing communications
technology, such as wireless 'Ycellular" phones, made private interception ;
legally possible; the lack of authorization to intercept electronic communications, at the same time, seriously undermined Title Hi's effectiveness
in the fight against organized crimeY? Congress feared that courts would
•
have trouble determining if znything still constituted a "wire communication, and identifyingthe rights and obligations of the new-s~,~ialized
"~
players under the statute. 77
Moreover, these new media were being used not simply to transmit
conversations, but also images, data, signals, and frequently combinations
of all of them. 7s Since Title HI did not cover any of these new configura-

75. In United States v. Kaim, 415 U.S. 143 (1974), for example, Title lips requirement
of particularity of person was given a broad reading, but the case did not present a
constitutional challenge. Id. at 150.
76. See SENATE COMM. ON THE JUDICIARY, ELECTRONICCOMMUNICATIONSPRIVACY
ACT OF 1986, S. PEP. NO. 541, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1986), reprinted in 1986
U.S.C.C.A.N. 3355, 3555.
77. Id. at 11-14, reprinted in 1986 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 3565-68; see, e.g. Ulfited States v.
Torres, 751 F.2d 875, 887-95 (7th Cir. 1984) (Cudahy, I., concurring in the result).
78. S. PEP. No. 541, supra note 76, at 2-3, reprintedin 1986 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 355557. The subsequent developmen'~of electronic communications has continued at breakneck
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fious, it provided uncertain protection from interception and disclosure by ~
private parties. ~ There was considerable doubt about the legality0f
interceptions involving the new technologies, because the original Statute
authorized only interception of wire communications and prohibited
evidentiary use of unauthorized interceptions. 79
.
Congress responded witha comprehensive amendment, The Electronic
..
Communications Privacy Act of 1986. s° ECPA expanded Title Ill's
coverage to include the new "electronic communications" technologies. -~
It applies both Title m ' s prohibition of private interception and limited
authorization for law enforcement interception to a broad and expandable
range of new communications media and forms, st In so doing, ECPA's
drafters strongly reaffirmed the primary goal of T i r e III:
:
Most importantly, thel,3w must advance with the technology
to ematre the continu~ vitality Of the Fourth Amendment.
Privacy cannot be leR to dependsolely on physical protection, or it will gradually erode as technology advances.
Congress must act to protect the privacy of our citizens. If
we do not, we will promote the gradual erosion of this
precious right. =
The committee's reference to the "vitality" of the Fourth Amendment
is ironic for two reasons. First, ECPA made no substantive changes to
the provisions regulating the Berger reqnir~ments, notably the requirements of "particulaxi%," and "minimization, % which had proven controversial under the original Title HI. s3 Second, between the enactment of

pace, and confirmed the feat's expressed by the draRers of ECPA.
79. Id. at 5, reprinted in 1936 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 3559 ("Thelack of¢iesr standards may
• . . endanger the admissibility of evidence.').
80. Pub. L. 99-508, 100 Star. 1848 (1986) (codified as amended in scattered sections of
18 U.S.C.).
81. 18 U.S.C. § 2510 (1988).
82. S. PEP. No. 541, supra note 76, at 5, reprinted in 1986 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 3559. The
Committee befieved ECPA "represents a fair balance between the privacy expectations of
American citizens and the legitimate needs of law enforcement agencies. ~ Id.
Moreover, ECPA greatly enhanced the enumerated fist of federal offenses for which a
Title HI surveillance could be performed, recognizing the increased sophistication of
organized crime. 18 U.S.C. § 2516 (1988) (notably adding offenses under theRacketeering
Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act).
83. See United States v. Kalm, 415 U.S. 143 (1974) (interpreting 18 U.S.C. § 2518(1));
Scott v. United States, 436 U.S. 128 (1978) (interpreting 18 U.S:C. § 2518(5)). See infra
Section HI for a discussion of Scott and Kahn and their implications for Plain View under
Title HI.
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Title Ill i n 1968 andECPA :in 1986; the Suprc
the Plain View exception.: ECPAdid not indicate how,4f at' all;~Coi~gres8
believed this exception applied to new surve'fllanee technologies.!- Given
the potential for "overzealous" ~,nse of "electronic surveillance:by law
enforcement agents, this omission was particularly Unfortunate.U
D. The Supreme Court's Limited Interpretation of .~tle Ill

....

Berger and K a Y , recall, did not explain how electronic communica-

tions-intangible objects--coald qualify under the Fourth Amendment's
protection of"persons, houses, papers, and effects." Instead, thesecases
focused on the Fourth Amendment as a protection of personal privacy.
Implicit in their analysis is the understanding thatit is the defendant's
privacy, and not the property seized, that must not be m xreasonably
invaded. Subsequent cases decided under Title HI have demonstrated,
however, that this approach leaves important loose ends. :For example,
in what sense is the interception of electronic communications: a search
and in what sense a seizure? Is the establishment of the tap the search,
and the interception the seizure7 Is each communication intercepted a
separate seizure? Since Plain View analysis relies on these distinctions,
answers to these questions are crucial to the determination of how, if at
all, Plain View applies to Title HI searches, sS
The Supreme Court has never answered these questions, but has
addressed more limited questions of Title ITI interpretation that shed light
on how the Court might apply Plain View to electronic searches and
seizures. In two cases challenging Title HI interceptions, the Court
rejected efforts to suppress wiretap evidence, suggesting in both that the
government could easily meet the "particularity" and "minimiT~tion"
requirements.
In United States v. Kahn, s6 police obtained a Title HI order to
intercept calls of Kaim "and others as yet unknown" pertaining to a
suspected gambling operation. In the course of the wiretap, they

84. See S. REP. No. 541, supra note 76, at 5, reprinted in 1986 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 3559
('~Ele~'tronie hardware making it possible for overzealous law enforcement agencies,
industrial spies, and private parties to intercept the personal or proprietary communications
of others are readily available in the American market today.~).
85. Recall from Section I that Plain View requires a legal justification for the search, and
probable cause of a connection to ~timinal activity for the seizure of evidence. See supra
notes 46-48 and aecempanying text.
86. 415 U.S. 143 0974).
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intercepted calls m a d e b y Kahn's wife that indicated shewas also a
participant, s7 Mrs. Kahn argued that since the police knew her identity !..~ ':~,i.. ~, . .
when they obtained the Title M order but did not have probable cause tO: " '~;::~~,.~- :~:;
believe she was involved in the criminal activity, she could not beone 0 f
the parties "as yet unknown" referred to in the order: The Court rejected.
this argument, and held that a Title M order required only probable c,ause
that evidence o f the listed offense would be found on the tapped line:
....
Identification{ofthe persons committing the offense was optional; it didn't
matter if the persons involved were known or unknown when the Title M
order was approved, ss
This interpretation of particularity in the context of electronic
surveillance allowed the Court to decide the case .without reference to
Title M ' s constitutionality,s9 Moreover, the evidence against Mrs. Kalm
related to the gambling offense, and was therefore seized under the
warrant. There was no need to determine whether it could-have been
introduced under a Plain View exception. 9°
•
A later Title HI case held that the government could likewise meet the
"minimization" requirement--i.e., that the wiretap be executed in a way
that minimized the interception of unrelated communications--with little
difficulty. In Scott v. United States, 9~ the defendants sought suppression
of all wiretap evidence because only forty percent of the calls intercepted
related to the narcotics activities specified by the order. 7z This low
number, along with testimony from the investigator that he considered
"minimization" to mean only that he should refrain from recording calls

87. Id. at 147.
88. Id. at 152-53. Section 2518 requires the order to identify "the person, if known, ~
18 U.S.C. § 2518(1)C0)(iv) (1988), whose conversations were to be intercepted. The Court
held that the warrant's particularity requirement applied only to the offense, and not the
persons covered.
1ustice Douglas criticized this reading of Title HI, arguing that "others unknown" in the
order referred to the people to whom Kahn was talking, not people known to the police for
whom they did not have probable cause to believe were participants. Id. at 160 (Douglas,
J., dissenting).
. ~.,'
89. Id. at 150 ("[W]e are not preser.'ed with an attack upon the constitutionality of any
part of Title IH . . . . "); see also icL at 160 (Douglas, J., dissenting).
90. S e e i & at 154 ("[N]either the statute nor the wiretap order in this case would allow
the federal a g e n t s . . , total unfettered discretion. By its own tetras, the wiretap order in
this case conferred authority to intercept only communications 'concerning the abovedescribed (gambling) offenses. ) This re.acing ignores the availability of§ 2517(5), which
authorizes the use o f evidence o f other offenses captured during an otherwise compliant Title
HI search.
91. 436 U.S. 128 (1978).
92. ld. at 132.
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9~ failed to satisfythe
when he found his tap was on thewrong line,
Minimization,: the Court :held, is not evaluated from the mbjecdve state
of mind of an investigator.: Rather, the requirement is metiWhen all:the
"circumstances, viewed objectively, justify [the] action.,94 In this'case,, ,~
the execution of the wiretap was satisfactory. 9s
:
Justice Brennan strongly criticized ~ reading ofminimization, which
he believed not only thwarted Congress's express goal of protecting •
personal privacy but also its effort to write a statute that would satisfy t h e ,
constitutional requirements of Berger and Katzl ~ He complained that the
Court had failed to readScott in light of Kahn, which allowed evidence
against Mrs. Kahn partly because, the Court noted, the minlmiT~tion
requirement would act as the backstop agaimt abnse.~ Reading the two
cases together, he argued, suggested a "process of myopic, incremental
denigration of Title III's safeguards" that"raises.thespecter that, as
judicially 'enforced,' Tide HI may be vulnerable to constitutional attack
for violation of fourth amendment standards.'~
.

m . APP~LYING PLAIN VIEW TO TITLE m - WARRANTED SEARCHES
AND SEIZURES:
.q
A FRAMEWORK
The decisions in Kahn and Scott demonstrate that the Supreme Court
has been willing to give wide latitude to the government in executing
wiretaps under Tide HI. Kahn held that probable cause was required only

93. ld. at 133 n.7.
94. Id. at 138.
95. Scott was criticized by Goldsmith, The Supreme Court and Title Ili: Rewriting The
Law of Elearonic Surveillance, 74 J. CraM. L. & CRIMINOLOOY 1, 98-111 (1983) as
inconsistent with the Berger Court's concern that broad intereeptions would amount to
"general searches by electronic devices, r Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 58-59 (1967).
In addition to its ~questionable r constitutional validity, he also argues tl~:the "holding
directly contravened basic Title III principles." Goldsmith, supra, at 108. ~
96. See Scott, 436 U.S. at 143-44 (Brennan, I., dissenting) ("The Court today eviscerates
[the] congressionally mandated protection ofindividua! p r i v a c y . . . [and] has disregarded
or diluted congressionally established safeguards designed to prevent Government electronic
surveillance from becoming the abhorred general w a r r a n t . . . . ~ ) .
97. [d. at 147 (Brennan, I., dissenting). See Kahn, 415 U.S. 143, 154 (1974) ("[I]n
accord with the statute the order required the agents to execute the warrant in such a manner
as to minimize the interception of innocent conversations.r).
98. Scott, 436 U.S. at 148 (Brennan, I., dissenting). Like Kahn, Scott did not present
a Fourth Amendment challenge to Title HI. ld. at 133 n.6. See also Goldsmith, supra note
95, at 111 ("Together, Kahn and Scott had made Title HI safeguards against indiscriminate
electronic surveillance potentially meaningless.r).

,
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as to the offenses for the which the order is issued, and Scott suggests
that t h e ~minlmiT~tion~ requirement imposes ~.little, in the way of
additional checks on the execution of an authorized wiretap.. Consequently, investigators may .find themselves encountering evideneel that other
offenses are being committed by parties not named on the original order.
The Court has never been asked to rule on whether such evidence m a y
be used under a Plain View exceptionto the F o u r t h Amendment.
Some critics have argued that Plain View is inapplicable in the context
of electronic communications, and one commentator has even suggested
that section 2517(5), Title lips Plain View analog, is unconstitutional.~
This article takes a less restrictive position and argues that lower courts
that have tried to apply Plain View to electronic surveillance.have failed
to engage in the analysis required under the Supreme Court's Plain View
cases. These cases have dealt only with intercepted conversations, and.
their weakness will only become more pronounced if they are extended
to the inevitable future case where digital communications are involved.
As discussed i n the next section, applying section 2517(5) as it is
currently understood in" the federal courtsto a wiretap that involves a
PBX or other private communications network1°° way well lead to a
challenge to Title m that plausibly questions whether it continues to meet
the minimum requirements for Fourth Amendment protections outlined in

Berger and Katz.

:.,~

This section reviews the operative section of Title HI, 18 U.S.C.
§ 2517(5), that has been used by lower courts as a Plain View provision
for electronic surveillance, and argues that since this section can at best
serve as a placcholder for the Supreme Court's evolving un~rstanding of
Plain View, a Horton-fil~ analysis must be applied to challenged evidence

99. See Comment, Subsequent Use ofElectronic 5~wveillance Interceptions and the Plain
View Doctrine: Fourth Amendment Limitations on the Omnibus Crime Control Act, 9 U.
MICH. I.L. REF. 529, 546-53 (1976); see also G O ~ ,
supra note 95, at 141-50
(analyzing Plain View at the Coolidge stage of development); CARR, supra note 9, at
§ 5.9(b), at 5-63 to 5-65 (recommending that courts avoid constitutional problems by
excluding all ~windfall~ evidence); ~ CLII~ORD S. FISHMAN, WIRI~AI'PINO AND
EAVESDROPPINGat §§ 161-164, at 240-45 (1978).
100. PBXs ate by no means the only example of a privately-operated communications
serverthat collects and distributes both analog and digital communications for a large group
of people. The ballooning number of Intemet host ptoceasurs storing and forwarding over
a million electronic mail messages each day fits this description as well. Torsten Busse, EMailEvolves into Integral Network Tool, COMMUNICATIONWEEK(Ian. 3, 1994), p.78. For
that matter, a photocopy center that sends and receives faxes for its customers, or a
secretarial service providing office support to a group of small businesses, would also meet
this description.

:
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Offered under its authority. To highlight the~ limitations of these
decisions, the unique natm'e and associated problems of digital communications are briefly described. An alternative approach to Plain View
analysis is also considered and rejected.
A.

Plain View and Section 2517(5) 1°~

:

N o court has literally applied Plain View to a Title IT[ order.

But

some courts, faced with F~urth Amendment c h a l l e n g e s t o e v i d e n c e
gathered during Title HI s e a ~ h e s , have read section 2517(5) as a
statutory analog for Plain View. l°z Section 2517(5) does b e ~ superficial
resemblance to the Plain View e x c e p t i o n

It provides that evidence

"relating to offenses other than those specified i n the order o f authorization or approval" may b e used i f a judge, on subsequent e.pplication, finds
"that the contents were otherwise intercepted i n accordance with the
provisions o f this chapter."l°3

Despite t h e s u g g e s t i o n o f at least one

court, however, section 2517(5) can not literally codify the P l a i n ! V i e w
exception.t°4 Section 2517(5) was written i n 1967, when Matron, which
had flatly rejected P l a i n View, was still g o o d law. It was not untili1971
that the Supreme Court recognized Plain View, and a m a j o r i t y o f the
C o v ~ did not accept it until 1983.! °s

I f section 2517(5) limits the

101. 18 U.S.C. § 2517(5) specifies:
When an investigative or law enforcement officer, while engaged in intercepting
wire, oral, or electronic communicationsin the manner authorized herein, i n ~ t s
wire, oral, or electronio~communi~.ations relating to offenses other than those
specified in the order of authorization or approval . . . . [s]uch contents and any
evidence derived therefrom may be used [as evidence in any proceeding] when
authorized or approved by a judge of competentjurisdiction where such judge finds ~
on subsequent application that the contents were otherwiseintercepted in accordance
with the provisions of this chapter. Such application shall be made as soon as
practicable.
102. See, e.g., United States v. lohnson, 539 F.2d 181 (D.C. Cir. 1976); United States
v. Williams, 737 F.2d 594 (7th. Cir 1984); United States v. Sklaroff, 323 F.Supp. 296
(S.D. Fla. 1971).
103. 18 U.S.C. § 2517(5) (1988). Recall that Title llI's "provisions" were drawn to
conform withBerger and Karz. See S. RI~. h]o. 1097, supra note 56, at 99-102, reprinted
in 1968 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 2189-90.
104. See United States v. Masciarelli, 558 F.2d 1064, 1066-67 (2d Cir. 1977); People
v. DiStefano, 382 N.Y.S.2d 5, 9 (1976) (noting that a New York statute identical to Title
HI "obviously intended to engraft the 'plain view' exception"); see also United States v.
DePalma, 461 F. Supp. 800, 825 n.32 (S.D.N.Y. 1978) (noting that section 2517(5) has its
=constitutionalunderpinnings in the 'plain view' doctrine%
105. Illinois v. Andreas, 463 U.S. 765 (1983). Note that Horton, decided in 1990, was
the first majority opinion to deal with Plain View as an exception applicable to a search
being performed under a warrant. See also Goldsmith, supra note 95, at 141.
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admissibility of evidence toFouv
Court ac~ered to a strict view of
be admired under its authority.~!
The legislative history of secfion~
~.~,
The committe6 report's only commematy:on this section:is a: citatioil
"comparing" it to tirc6e:cases, one ofwhifi?is Matron.
other two cases allowedevidence of other offenses to
on exceptions other than Plain View.~°7 , Additionally, the Karz Court, m
whom the drafters .0fTitle m paid close.attention, noted that "itis
difficul~ to imagine how any [Fourth Amendment exception] couldever
apply to the sort of search and sdzure involved in [electronic surveil=,:
lance]."~°~
From this discugsion, it seems clear that Congress did not intend
section 2517(5) to operate as a plain View exception for Title H I ; But :
how should a court evaluate an argument that 2517(5) can be used as a
Plain View exception anyway? The Supreme Court's broad interpretation
of Title m in Kahn and Scott implies that the Court would like!y follow
lower courts in reading section 2517(5) as a Plain View anaiog~" But the
Court's uneasiness with Plain View--reflected most recently in the
carefully circumscribed exceptions pemaitted in H o r t o n a n d D i c k e r son--suggests that Plain View represents a.~0u'mum standard for Fourth
Amei~dment.cha!lenge~s. Thus, section 25i7(5j ~ t
operate unless, at
.
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106. So limited, for example, § 2517(5) might apply only to evidence o f other offenses
when that evidence was part of~atereepted communications that also contained evidence o f
the listed offenses.
107. S. REP. NO. 1097, supra note 5 & at 100, reprinted in 1968&I.S.C.C.A.H. at 2189.
The three cases cited are M a n v n v . United States, 275 U.S. 192,~199 0927) (allowing
s ~ r e h wl~en crime committed in the presence o f pofice)~:Unitexi states v. Eisner, 297 F.2d
595,' 597 (6th Cir. 1962) (relying on Man-on), and State v. Hunter, 292 N.W. 609, 611
(Wis. 1940) ("the search was not ulkreasonable=).
T

N o senator c o m m e n t e d

specifically o n this section, and it has not been substantially

modified since 1968.
-<
108. The Court's fiet included the exceptions t e l i ~ on in the three cited ~ s e s . Katz v.
United State.~, 389 U.S. 347, 357-58 (1967). Since Cooildge had not ye~ been de~idc,4,
Plain View was not one of the exceptions noted. C~. Goldsmith, supra no~z 96, at 141-4~!:?,
For example, ~,heCou~ did not See how electronic farveillance before or after arrest could
ever b e seen as '~incid~ttal~ to the at'rest.

:~.-..
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"~

:~

This piece will .not argue, as one commentator has, that the Karz C~fw,'~ rea~61~'>7or .~: "~_~!~ ,~.~-: .:~ .:
rejeodng the appllcati6u o f other Fom'th Amendment excePtiOns to e!ectronic surveillance
appli~ equally t9 Plain View. TbJs argument focused on tit. Lnherenfly intrusive nst|Lr¢ o f ~
:~-"
wiretapping compared to seorch and seizure o f tangible object, and c o l l u d e d thatgiven :
C o n g ~ ' s strong words o.f warning in beth Title HI and EC~A, Plain View shouid be
severely hwa,ed for poh,ry reasons m~he setting of electromo commumcations. See K e p ~
supra note 73, at 553.
•

-

F

a minimum, t h e nxpfirements of:Plain.View: are m e t ) ~ ...

section 2517(5) meets ct~xrent Plain View requdmmlents.:: A s ~ S e x l
i n .":i~ . ' "
Section I, the Court s restatemem, of. the exception m H o r t o n nnPOS~S
three tests:
•
-

9

"

.
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°
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(i)

There must be a prior and limited ju~,'~icafion.for the invasion... .-:.
of privacy that brought the evidence into plainview; ,.
""

(ii)

At the time o f seizure, the offieermust have probable cause to
believe the Plain View• evidence is related to criminal activity;
and
.
.
.
.
.

.•

(iii)

: ': ' "

The evidentiary value of the evidence seized must be immediately apparent without any further search.
:>

B.

Search a n d Seizure o f D i g i t a l C o n m f w a c a t i o n s

Since Plain View analysis applies separate tests to the search a n d t o
.....
the seizure that bring evidence into plain view,, these two com~, .~=~ms
: ._ .: .
must be separated before applying the tests to electronic communications. "° The aus~er to this problem of "physics" is not obvious. Where"il
::.:
a physical search involves discrete objects in discrete places, a wiretap: " .
intercepts electronic signals. When these signals are analog, courts have
traditionally thought of the recording of the call as the "seizure" and tbe .
review of the call (either contemporaneously or afterrecording) as the
•

109. Even if Congress intended section 2517(5) to go i~yond the Court's view of the
Plain View exception, such an effort would not pass Fourth Amendment muster. In 1992,
for example, all nine Justices signed an opinion citing Horton as an expression of the
minimum standard ibr admissibility of evidence. See Soldal v. Cook County, 113 S. Ct.
538, 545-46 (1992) ("[F]ar from being automatically upheld, 'plain view' seizures have been
scrupulously subjected to Fourth Amendment inquiry.').
110. Recall that the Court in Ka/z characterized interception of an electronic ¢ommunicv~ion simply as a "search z:;d seizure." ~ ,
389 U.S. at 351. Since K2rz decided the
question on the basis of the newly-created privacy interest, it wasnot necessary for t h e
Cou~ to explain how the interception of an intangible object could constitute a search and
seizure, and no court since has tried to identify the features ofa wL'_ t p that equate to~th~
two components.

.-

the offenses listed on the Title IH Order~ '
:
This creative applieationfof physaeal propemes to :the world of the : /
intangible, however, breaks down when applied todigital communications, where there is no equivalent to listening only to the beginning of i
a communication and thus no effective technique for mlnlmiT~tion T o
umlerstand why this is so requires a basic understanding of e l e c t r o n i c
communications and their transmission.
Recall the situation described at the beginnl~- of this article. Based
on probable canse to~ believe that insider trading is :taking
" phce in a
brokerage office, impar/.hd magistrate issues a Title HI order specifying
the offenses for which~ the police m a y lawfully intercept and evaluate
communications. The relevant commuraieations may include phone calls,
faxes, e-an mail, and data exctmnges. All traffic for the office is
managed by a PBX. Thus, m order to.Umintam secrecy, the wn'etap must
be placed at a point in the network prior t o t h e P B X equipment in the
broker's office. The least intrusive point would be on the trunk line, the
last linkin the communications network managed by a disinterested party,
i.e. the local phoiie carrier. Tapping the tnmkline captures all communicatxons,~ analog and digital, transmitted to and from the office und.e.r
investigation, m

:::i~:i:~!
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Figure I
111. CARR, supra note 9, § 5.7(a), at 5-27 to 5-30; I:~_SHMAN,supra note 99, § 7, at 11.
112. Figure 1 suggests a basic flaw in the F.B.L's 1992 proposed amendments to Title
III. Direct access to the PBX would only allow investigators to identi'fy enmmunleations
directed to the phone extension ofa suspe.,c~.~'blitmost electronic communications (e.g., fax,
eleetromc mail, and computer data transnasslons) a~, dn'eeted to interpreting devl~es, not
the ultimate recipient of the message. Sco~,~gure 2. Most commentators in a recent debate
on these amendments missed this point.. To Tap or Not to Tap, 36 COMM. OF ~ ACM
(March 1993) (quoting Ronald L. Rivest). In any event, the F.B.L abandoned its efforts
to gain undisclosed aeees~ to PBXs in its 1994 p~posal. See ti~¢t;anote 151 and accompanying text.
o
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Figure 2

The scope of the interception is determi~?d,-:as the SupremelCourtl
made clear, by the listed offenses--that is, theinVestigators are authorized" i i.~:~'-"~~.';i.
to interceptall communications that~mlatc to the insider~'. m''" '.i :i..

Ideally,theinvestigatorswould onlyinterceptthesecommunications. For
digitalcommunications, however, i!
of the communication using the

:.::

because several layers of hardw
convert the intercepted signal,
recognizable communications prot
able to human beings. "4 The sender, receiver, and subject ofa n ~ g e
. ':iii.i...?.~:.
axe unknown until the last step. Itis impossible ::m discard a digital
communication that is unrelated to the subject offenses until after:all of
Jr:!:" : :!i :
its contents ~ revealed<to the investigators,

113. Kahn v. United States, 415 U.S. 143 (1974). Insider trading is not 0he oftbe
subject offenses specified under Title HI, 18 U.S.C. § 2516 (1988) (amended 1990), but
insider trades could constitute predicate acts under RICO, and RICO is one of the subject
offenses for which Title HI orders may be authorized. See, e.g.,:Utfited States W Carson,
969 F.2d 1480 (3d Cir. 1992).
114. Figure 2 is a greatly simplified model of how an incoming signal is ultimately
printed by a fax machine. For details on elecLronic communications, see AND!~nW S;
TANNENBAUM, COMPUTERNBTWORKS546-58 (2(t ed. 1988). Note that at the second step;.
the communication is understood by software in the fax machine to be in an industry
standard connnunications format, generally the IEEE's X.400 protocol. At this point,
however, the data component, which could tell the investigators, for example, to whom the
message is directed, is not yet converted. X.400 or similar protocols aro used for other
types of electronic communications, such as data exchanges, electronic mail, and voice mail.
S e e BENJAMINWRIGHT, THE LAW OFELECTRONICCOMMERCE,oh. 1 (1991); See generally
TANNENBAUM,supra, ch. 1,9; Bnsse, supra note 100, at 78.
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" !i C. The Minimization Alterna~ve

-tvoli, ii7.i.i ,-.::
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The difficulties of applying rcabworldconcepts lilm search a n d s ~
to electronic.signsls suggests
analysis under Tide m that sho~
the notion that traditional search and se~characteristics can be applie¢
to electronic communications atall, andproposes instead an approach to
Plain View analysis, tailored to the specificilfeatures of communications
technology, n5
. .'

.:,-

Theunique nature of electronic communications wasunderstoodby the
drafters of Title HI, who tried to prevent possible Fourth A m e ~ n t
~.. ..
abuses, as Berger required, with the general requirement oflqoinimiT~adoIL
This provision requires that investigators design their search to minimize
.
interception of communications :not covered by the order.nL'=~ff, this ::
requirement is satisfied, the search as a whole adequately protee~ the
privacy interests of everyone whose conversations were intercepted, and
there is no need to independently satisfy the Plain View tests..
Arguably, minimiTation provides a Fourth Amendment check onTitle '
"
HI in the traditional envtronment of analog communications and interception by the local phone company of calls to a singlephone extension, a~
But assuming for the moment that the Supreme .Court would ~accept.a
minimization test as an alternative to the narrowiy defined plain View
exception, the minimization approach cannot operate in the environment
described m Figure 1. Minimization as it has been understood up until
now can have no meaning in the increasingly digital world, where short
-- ===O~.~l!=~.a~.lation of the message, an investigator has no meaningful basis
to decide whether to continue processing.
In enacting the ECPA amendments to Tide HI, Congress appears to
have understood that limiting scope was a difficult problem when
intercepting digital communications. If minimization was m continue
serving as the constitutional control on particularity, according to the
Committee report, a modified minimiT~tion procedure w o ~ d be required
for digital messages. As the Committee properly noted, "It is impossible - it
to 'fisten' to a computer and determine, when to stop listening and ~J
minimize as it is possible do so in listening to a phone conversation." :.:
:

', V .

•

.

115. FISHMAN,supra note 99, § 6, at 6-6 to 6-7.
116. 18 U.S.C. § 2518(5) (1988).
117. But see criticism of minimization in the traditional environment [n CARt, supra note
9; § 2.5(c)(1)(C), at 24.1-27; FISHMAN, supra note 99, § 151, at 203-10.
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Thus, they. concluded: ~ - :, ,

Commm tio
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.. ,. ~. . . .

[M]inimization for computer transmissions would ~
a s o m e 2"; ",i:;,ii,~:?:-":/:i::I
what different procedure . . . . . . :Common sense would dictate-,. ~':lr"" ::~J°~: "
the minimization should be conducted b y tbe,initial law enforce .....
ment officials who review [the translated communication]...Th,
officials would delete all non-relevant material and disseminate to</--: ! . .:other officials only that information which is relevant to". t l ~ / ' :
investigation, ns
:
- :"::..~
1

This solutionmay satisfy,comm0n sense," but itnonetheless'suffers :,:.:
i.-:":

from two fatal problems. The first, o f course, Is.section2517(5).-The.::~ ::.
::
suggestion that inve;stigators w i"l l "d e Iete ....
all. n o n -re l e. v a. n.t . . . m. a t e r l a"l . , . . . . . . .
ignores t~¢: availability o f a provision i n T i f l e HI to dissemiuatei ?non- , ~
relevant" material ~::~vke.ni t contains e v i d e ~ f ~
C~-.~fivity
:',not _..:'i .... :".

cover

by the Wide/

order. Co s ,

S p e', ourt in ' :

:

Kahn, proposed a solufio.'-~ that completely failed to address the~tension : "
between the minimization requirement and the Plain View exception: ' T h e : . .
Committee implies that it is fine for investigators to see translateddigital.-, i . : : i - .
messages because they will ignore anything not relevant, but can~ under
section ~2517(5), take advantage o f anything o f evidentiaty value...Inl ":.
":::'
effect, this modified minimization solution allows Title HI to serve as a
general warrant . . . .
The second problem with the modified minimi.~tion solution is that
the courts would be unlikely, to apply it. The Supreme Court in 8co#
made it clear that minimization was to be evaluated based on an objective ': :' .teasonablen_e-~%;-standard, looking at the conduct o f the wiretap as a whole
and not the decisions made by investigators as to-individual interceptions.
The minimization test, according to Scott, iswidener all the "circumstances, viewed objectively, justify [the] action.'~t The Court held that
if the wireta~T.is conducted in a reasonable manner bver,Al, then the entire
search satisf~s minimization even if some communications az,~ seized
outside t~e scope o f the order, no

118. S. PEP. No. 541, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 31 {1986), reprinted in 1986 U.S.C.C.A.N.
3555, 3585.
119. Scott, 436 U.S. at 140.
120. The Scott Court held the evidence could be admitted because, under all the
circumstances, ~ e seizure of calls unrelated to criminal activity of any kind (which
accounted for sixty percent of the intercepted calls) seemed =casonable. See 436 U.S. at
140-41.

2~8
Scott

not to evidence o f other offenses b u t o f the actnal:offenses l i s t e d i n the
order.

But since the clear holding is that interception o f : ~ l a t e d

communications will not initself dictate a finding of inadequate mmumzation, the Senate's " c o m m o n sense" approach does not appear, absent
clearer congressional direction to the contrary, a viable method :for
controlling what commufiicafions must be suppre~sedwhen offered under
the forgotten section 2517(5). L o w e r courts, obediently following the
Scott C o u r t ' s direction, have not focused o n detailssuch as wbether the
investigator deleted non-relevant material. L~t
Moreover, since K a h n r e j ~ t e d the argument that Title I l l afforded any
protection to persons not specifically named . i n the order, there would
appear to be no remaining safeguard available to k e e p evidence o f
unrelated offenses b y persons not named i n the order f r o m being
disclosed and admitted at trial. The minimiTation solution proposed b y
the Senate, i n other words, would not ~bnlyl e a d to a n e~,pansion o f Title
HI sharply at odds with the intention o f its drafters, it would also fail t o
satisfy the F o u r t h Amendment requirements f o r electronic interceptions
required under B e r g e r and K a t z . ~22

Since Scot:, courts generally evaluate minimizationby comparingthe total number of
calls interceptedto the number that did not meet the descriptionof the order. All the cases
to date involve interceptionsof conversations,however, and it is unclear how other forms
of electroniccommunicationwill be countedand weighed in this analysis. See, e.g., United
States v. Infelise, No. 90 CR 87, 199I WL 255628, at "15 (N.D. Ill. Oct. 18, 1991)
(thirteen percent unrelated conversations "does not come close to sho~,ing 'flagrant
disregard' of the duty to minimize");UnitedStates v. Moody, 762 F. Supp. 1491, 1497-98
(N.D. Ga. 1991) (evaluatingminimizationbased on how long a conversationwas listened
to before making the determinationof its relevancy).
121. See, e.g., United States v. Homik, 964 F.2d 899, 903 (9th Cir. 1992) (.following
orders to listen to each r.c~aversafionfor only two minutes satisfies minimization)~United
States v. Sanchez, !~6~F.2~ 1169, 1178-79 (5thCir. 1992)(use of drag "codeterminology"
excuses interceptionofinaocent calls);United Statesv. David, 940 F.2d 772, 730 (1st Cir.
1991) (unavailabifity of on-the-spot Hebrew translators justified "afler-the~fact
minimization");United Statesv. Uribe, 890 F.?~ 554, 557-58(lst Cir. 1989);UnitedStates
v. Willis, 890 F.2d 1094, 1101-02 (10thCir. 1989)(evaluatingminimizationby percentage
of intercepted calls that were "minimized").
122. Read in this way, § 2517(5) would allow invasions of privacy that eanno~ be
reconciled with the Court's developmentof either Plain View or electronicsurveillance.
This would be especiallyironic given the insistenceby the Berger and Katz Courts and the
draPers of Title 111that electronic surveillanceought to be held to/u'gher standards of
privacy protectionthan traditional searches.
This may have been preciselythe situationJustice Brennan had in mind in his warning
that Scott and Kahn taken together may have made Title HI ~vulnerableto constitutional
attack for violation of Fomlh Amendment ~qandards . . . . ~ Scot:, 436 U.S. at 148
(Brennan,L, dissenting); see also United States v. Kahn, 415 U.S. 143, 150, 154 (1974)
(relying, pre-Scot:, on minimizationto protect the search from becominggeneral).
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Given the technical realities involved in transmitting and transiating.
digital communications, section 2517(5), perhaps inadvertently, creates
a potentially explosive oppommity for investigators to obtain evidence of
other offenses of unsuspected persons during the course of an otherwise
lawful Title 111 order, particularly when that order ~ l a t e s ' t o digital
communications :intercepted o n their, way. tOiprivate Comm~catious
networks..Minimization, the normal Title HIcontrol over such evidence,. -. '
cannot satis~ Fou,'~dl Ameadment ~:requirements in these ~ y
common environments. If courts are to apply any meaningful test in
evaluating admissibility of this evidence, then the Plain View.exception
would appear to be the last remaining check consistent with the Court's
early decisions on wiretapping and the Fourth Amendment. The next
section will describe how these tests should be applied: to electronic
communications offered under s~fion 2517(5).

iv. ELEC OMC C0i M ,rlCA ONS I
PI~AIN VIEW: APPLYING THE TESTS
Since the scope of a Title 111 order covers only communications that
relate t0the:6ffeuses listed on the order, all other communicatious must
:pass the tests for Plain View of the Horton Court. Applying these tests,
P ~ i View should rarely opera)z under Title lIl, particularly when ~ e
challenged evidence originates from digital communications. This section
describes how the Supreme Court would be likely to evaluate the
hH)othetical interception at the broker's office described in Section HI,
and notes where lower courts that have reached different conclusions have
gone astray.
A. Prior and Limited Jusnfication for Invasion of Privacy

~

Plain View will not apply unless police have a legal justification (such
as a warrant) for being in the place where they observe the evidence
offered under the exception. The justification, however, is not a blank
check to search. Police must limit their searches to prevent further
invasions of the defendant's fight to privacy. They must not search, in
other words, in places that are unlikely to yield the items for which they
have a right to look. If they do, the search is no longer legallyjustified,
and evidence that is in plain view as a result will be suppressed.
When searching under a warrant the police must look only in places
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likely to yield the items listed; ~z3 when searching:under o n e of the
,
warrantless exceptions, they cannot further invade the defendant's privacy
by looking somewhere other than places jnstifiedby the nature o f the
exception, n4 The application of this test is not diffic-ult inthe traditional
Plain View cases. Warrants must list tangible items for whichthe police
; ~,.
may search, and the courts can easily determine whether police searched
for them in appropriate places. If, for ex.~tmple, the police.had a warrant •
to search for a car, it would be unreasonable to look for it in a dresser . . . . .
drawer. Any evidence found in the drawer would be inadmissible
because the search was noJ :e~ali~ jnstifie~. |25
Under a Title III order, however, the scope of the search is defined
with reference to the line (the jphone number) on which the suspected
..
communications are being ~ d
and the subject offenses that the
police have cause to believe are the subjects of these communications.
Since this order is a form of warrant, one way to conceptualize the scope
of the order in the example of the brokerage firm is b y analogy to
Horton. Recall that the police were authorized to search Horton's
apartment for rings. Similarly, the Title III order may be thought to give
authorization to search on the mink line (an address, like Horton's
address) for communications related to insider trading. The police may
go into Horton's apartment and look in places (including closed containers) where stolen rings might reasonably be hidden; the investigators of
the brokerage firm may likewise tap into the mink line and look in
communications that relate to the offenses.
This is not an entirely satisfactory analogy, however, because the
tnmk line, unlike Horton's street address, is a place where many people
store their private communications. Additionally, it is impossible for the
insider trading investigators to kEow (or even guess) ~hich communicatior~ coming over the line relate to the listed c'ffenses. Physical
containers have properties such as size and shape th'~ may be observed
'
without opening them--so the police in Horton knew they could not look
for the stolen rings, for example, by testing a piece of paper for a certain
watermark. Digital communications do have identifying information

123, See Horton v. California, 496 U.S. 128, 141-42 (1990).
124. For example, once lawfully in a room under the emergency exception to search for
the gun that wounded a downstairs neighbor, the officer needed--and failed to get--a
separate justification for the further invasion o f defendant's privacy o f looking under a
suspicious turntable for ita sufial number. Arizona v. Hicks, 480 U.S. 321,324-25 (1987).
125. LAFAVE, supra note 25, § 4.9(c), at 295.
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(sender, receiver, subject):that operate, slm~Izrly to these physical
properties, but these Can only be determined by extensive processing of
the communication., This processing impinges upon the privacy iiiterests
of the partiesbecause it also exposes the content of the message.n ~
For purposes of thisfirsttest,however, there is littleproblem. ~.Ifan
electronic communication is offered under section 2517(5) as containing
evidenc~ of other offenses, the legaljustificationfor bringing itintoplain
view is the TitleHI order itself,which authorized the police to search the
trunk line for certain communications. Since communications are
indistinguishablethrough the thirdstep of processing shown on Figure 2,
itcannot be said thatthe investigatorsexceeded theirauthorityin looking
at any communication at'~leastto thispoint of processing. The difficult
problem, which may be deferred to the second test,is,thenext step in
processing, which performs the finaltranslation.Clearly tbe order allows
the police to interceptcommunications thatare not covered by the terms
of the order, but how much processing may b e performed o n such
interceptions consistent with the order? ~zr
B. Probable Cause to Seize
An item that is legally in Plain View but which is not covered b y a
warrant cannot be seized unless the officer has probable cause to b e l i e v e
the item is connected with criminal activity. In this sense, PlainView
relaxes only trivially the Fourth Amendment's requirements." The
exception allows an officer to seize without a warrant only where i t is
clear a subsequent application for a warrant would be a mere fonnality, m

126. CARR,supra note 9, § 2.5(C)(1)(C), at 24-27.
127. The strong language concerning scope in Horton, 496 U.S. at 140, suggests that
only a limited amount of processing may take place. Also illuminating ate cases involving
closed containers in the L-aditional setting. See e.g., United States v. Corral, 970 F.2d 719,
725 (10th Cir. 1992) ("[T]be plain view doctrine may support the warrantless sei£-ureof a
c o n t a i n e r . . , but any subsequent search of the concealed c o n t e n t s . . , must be accompanied by a warrant or justified by one of the exceptions."); United States v. Sylvester, 848
F.2d 520, 525 (Sth Cir. 1988) ("[A] container cannot be opened unless its contents arein
plain view or they can beinferred from the container's outward appearance. ~); United States
v Johns, 707 F.2d 1093, 1095-96 (9th Cir. 1983) (opaque container that is properly seized
may not be searched without a warrant).
128. In his concurrence inBrown, Justic~ Stevens argued that Plain View seizures require
"strict attention ~ to twciofthe"core" requirements oftheexception: "seizing the item must
entail no significant a~.Jdifionaiinvasion of privacy, and at the time,of the seiT_are the ol~cer
must have probable cause to connect the item with criminal behavior." Brown, 460 U.S.
430, 748-49 (1983) (Stevens, J., concurring) (emphasis added). Otherwise, the police could
seize everything in plain view when searching under a warrant and then determine later what

,
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InHorton, for example, the Court noted that since the warrant did not list
any guns, the officer could not seize all the guns he came across during
his search. The officer could only seize the guns that he had probable
cause to believe were used in criminal activity. ,29
The Hicks Court further broadened this theory, suggesting that
probable cause tO seize Plain View evidence might overcome a failure of
the first test. Probable cause, in other words, might also:serve as the
justification for a search that goes beyond its initial legal scope:
It is clear, therefore, that [an otherwise unjustified search for the
serial number of the turntable would have been] valid if the "plain
view" doctrine would have sustained a seizure of the equipment.
There is no doubt that it would have done so if [the officer] had
probable cause to believe that the equipmen~ was stolen.13°
Probable cause to seize, then, .may be sufficient to satisfy Plain View
even when the search goes beyond the justification that brought the item
N
into plain view in the first place.
~
1. The Probable Cause Unit

Satisfying either version of this test with electronic communications is
unlikely. Under the Horton standard, an officer may only seize an item
that is either described b y t h e warrant or that he has probable cause to
believe is related to criminal activity. The Title HI order itself will cover
communications relating to the listed offenses, but what about the
communications from a potentially large group of'senders and receivers

items were o f evidentiary value.
129. Horton, 496 U.S. at 131 (citing Hicks). The officer's original attempt to obtain a
warrant for the challenged guns had failed, but having lawfully seen them in his search for
the rings, there is no doubt the court would have found oi~ a second application that he now
did have probable cause to search for them in Horton's home. Plain View merely allowed
him to skip this process in the interests o f effective law enforcement. In fact during his
search for the rings the officer located weapon:~ other than those he believed were used in
the robbery but did not seize these because "there was no probable cause to believe they
were associated with criminal activity." Id. at 131 n . l .
130. Hicks, 480 U.S. at 326 (dicta). The officer in Hicks did not have probable cause
to believe the turntable was stolen, and therefore his search for a serial number while
lawfully in Hicks's apamnent to search for a gun was an unjustified invasion o f privacy.
The Court is suggesting, though, that once the turntable lawfully came into Plain View, the
officer could have searched for the serial number if be had probable cause to believe it was
stolen (and therefore seizable).
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that may be intercepted in the process7 Which of these will the invest
tor have probable cause to associate with unrelated criminal activity at ~ e
time of their seizure?
.... •
One view is that the mere fact that these communications were being • : "
sent over a line that was the subject of the wiretap coustimtes sufficient
probable cause to seize and use them. Thus, there is no problem with the
final stage of processing, because even though this constitutes a search
and seizure, there was probable cause for it. While such an approach has
a forensic appeal in its Simplicity--aud indeed has been. adopted by
several courts evaluating challenged section 2517(5) evidence--it is
simply wrong.
The most obvious reason to reject such a broad view of"probable
cause" is that it proves too much; it rewrites Title HI (as does the
minimization solution suggested by Congress noted above) in such a way
at to create direct conflict with the narrow authorization of wiretapping
detailed in Berger and Katz. As noted earfier, the uses of electronic
communications are expanding, and there are a growing number o f
environments where effective methods of government surveillance
potentially inf~nge upon the privacy interests of many innocent parties.
If simply working in the Suspected brokerage office, using a copy center
where some unlawful activities are being communicated on a shared fax
machine, or having an account on the Intemet (where some illegal activity
must already be going on) gives the government probable cause to seize
one's electronic communications and use any evidence of wrongdoing
revealed in them, it will be a very short time until no one in the
electronic realm known as "cyber~ace" is protected b y the Fourth
Amendment. There will be little point to~iisting the subject offenses in
a Title HI order. The Title HI order, like the New York statute rejected
by the Court in Berger, will lack particularity and "actually permit
general searches by electronic devices. "m Given that the Supreme Court has subjected electronic surveillance to a ~gher degree of scr6tiny
because of its "severely intrusive and indiscriminately acquisitive nature,"
it seems unlikely that such a wholesale rejection of the privacy interests
protected by the exclusionary rule would or could be adopted, m
Additionally, applying the probable cause test to the entire line is

131. Berger v. New York, 388 U.S. 41, 58 (1967).
132. CARR, supra note 9, § 2.5(a), at 20-21; see also United States v. Tortes, 751 F.2d
875, 884-85 (7th Cir. 1984).
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inconsistent with the language of Title Hiitseff and the Supreme Court's
interpretation of this language. Recall that the scope of:electronic
surveillance under Title HI is defined by tho~ offenses for which the
wiretap is authorized. Section 2518(i); which describes the requirements
for obtaining a Title HI order, requires the applicant to give "details as
to 'the p a r t i c u l a r offense that has been, 'isbeing, o r isabout t o be
committed.'m Section 2517(5) itself applies on its face to communications "relating to offenses other t h a n t h o s e s p e c i f i e d i n the order of
authorization or approval. " ~
Emphasizing the limiting factor of forcing the police to specify not
places and things but the offenses themselves, the Supreme Court in K~Jm
held that the Fourth Amendment "particularity" requirement applied to
the offenses, not the people, listed in the order. ~ I f the police had
probable cause to seize all communications on the line by virtue of their
proximity to communications relating to the specified offenses there
would arguably be no need for the addition~l.:authorizati0n o f section
2517(5) in the first place.
::
Lower courts facing challenges to the admissibility of."other offenses"
evidence under section 2517(5) have consistently made this improper
interpretation, and their efforts at rationalizing their holdings with Plain
View highlights the error of testing "probable cause" with reference to
the line on which the tap is placed. United States v. Cox, ~36 an early Title
HI case, began by noting that the application of Plain View (then only in
its Coolidge stage of development) to Title HI was a poor analogical fit
because '~the quest for property is a different and less traumatic ~invasion
than is the quest for private conversations. "t37 Nevertheless, the court in
Cox felt it would be "irrational" not to let police make use of unrelated

133. 18 U.S.C. § 2518(I)(b)0) (1988) (emphasis added). Compare thisto the requirement to identify the offenders themselves, which is merely to state Uthe identity o f the
person, if known, committing the offense . . . . ~ 18 U.S.C. § 2518(1)(b)(iv) (1988); see
also § 18 U.S.C. 2518(4)(c) (the order %hall s p e c i f y . . , a particular description o f the
type of communication sought to be intercepted, and a statement o f the particular offenses
to which it relates%
134. 18 U.S.C. § 2517(5) (1988) (emphasi:,"~aded).
135. S i n ~ the conversations o f Mrs. Kahn: :~.~ ~.'elateto the gambling offense for r..'hieh
the order was issued, there was no need for ~,~ Court to go on to decide whethe~ Plain
View would have supported theuse o f the ewdence against her. Kahn, 415 U.S at 152-53.
136. 449 F.2d 679 (10th Cir. 1971).
137. Id. at 686. Electronic surveillance is inherently difficult to manage given the nature
o f the telephone, which brings into the surveillance not only everyone using the subject
phone but everyone who places a call to it, a problem that increases geometrically when the
tap is on a private network and not just a single extension.
•
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information once they had seized it. m S u p p r e s ~ this evidence,
however, is no more "irrational" than suppressing more tangible evidence
seized in violation of the Fourth Amendment in traditional searches. The
Cox court based its holding on the fact that the police had done nothing
"unreasonable" in discovering the unrelated evidence, but failed to
consider the important privacy protections the Supreme Court has always
emphasized in Plain View cases. ~
The court in United States v. Jolu,.. ,14oalso treated th~:~tle HI order
as if it were a warrant to search anyth~/trammitted albng the subject
communication line, holding that sectio• 2517(5) allowed use of
conversations unrelated to the offenses listed on the warrant because the
section was analogous to Plain View: "Like an officer who sees
contraband in plain view f~.~ma vantage point where he has a right to b~,
one properly overheannb unexpected vdlainy need not ignore such
evidence."t4~ As the Plain View cases demonstrate, however, the officer
had no fight to be inthe uatelated conversation if its seizure entailed an
additional invasion of privacy. ~42
The court in United States v. Sklaroff, !~ similarly, based its analysis
of probable cause on the wiretap as~ whole. In justifying this approach,
the court inadvertently revealed the difficult3,:ofre~ncilingits reasoning
~qth Katz. The Sklaroff court read Katz to say that the "original
interception" was a "seizure," :and concluded that Plain View..could
therefore apply to anything found during a Title III search as long as Title
III's technical requirements were met~P However, the Sklaroff eotut
notably changed the language of Kay, which ~ferred to the seizure o f a
conversation and not the original interception. This misstep allowed the
J/

•
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138. Id. at 687.
139. See, e.g., Hotton v. United States,496 U.S. 128, 13843 (1990).
140. 539 F.2d 181 (D.C. Cir. 1976).
_~
141. Id. at 188 (emphasis added).
142. Seizure of unrelated c.~nversafions under this reading would be analogous to the
search of the turntable in Hicks v. United States, 480 U.S. 321 (1987). -since this"seatr.h
represented a further invasion of Hicks's privacy, unjustified by the ofllcer's initial right to
be in the apartment, the court held it violated Hicks's Fourth Amendment rights. Id. at 32728; el. People v. DiStefano, 382 N.Y.S.2d 5, 9 (1976) (~Since eavezdzopping warrants are
based on substantially the same principles applicable to search warrants for physical objects
. . . it seems only logical for the Legislature to have intended that intercepted eommuniestions to be treated similarly.~); United States v. Escandar, 319F. Supp. 295, 301 (S.D. Fla.
1970) assuming Title IR analogous to a physical search); GOt.USMITrl, supra note 95, at
146.
143. 323 F. Supp. 296, 307 (S.D. Fla. 1971).
144. Id. (~This is only a restatement of existing case law, adapted to fit the ~lectronic
surveillance situation.').
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court to avoid the question of whether the probable cause req~drement of
Plain View analysis should be applied to the line a s a whole or individually to the commum'cations on the line.
In United States v. Williams. i¢ the court rejected outfight the defendant's effort to apply Plain View principles to evidence o f other offenses
overheard in conversations umelated to the gambling offenses specified
in the Title HI order, m6 The court nonetheless upheld the use of the
unrelated conversations on the ground that whate~er privacy interest the
parties had was trumped by the legality of the order that allowed the
officers to hear them. The court, however, never addressed whether
probable cause at the time of the setzure, the key component in the
Court's "less sensitive" Plain View cases, was satisfied. ~
2. Testing Probable Cause for F~ach Communication
The more appropriate application of the probable cause test in the Title
HI context would be to the individual communication being intercepted,
rather than the entire line that was tapped. If the investigators listen to
a call or decode a digital message relating to a subject offense, its seizure
is justified by the order itself and there is no need to rely on Plain View
to defend its use as evidence. For digital messages that do not relate to
the listed offenses, however, investigators will not be able to establish
that the interception and subsequent Wanslation of the messages (the
~earch and seizure) was justified by probable cause. Thus, like the
turntable's serial number in Hicks, their ex~idenfia~ value must be
suppressed, m
If transmission on the fine is insufficient to satisfy probable cause,

145. 73"/l~.2d 594 ('Tth Cir. 1984).
146. Id. at 604-06 ("A more sensitive, less doctrinaire, inquiry is ~luh'ed.=).
147. See also United States v. Marcy, 777 F. Supp. 1400, 1403 (N.D. Ill. 1991) (~[I]t
would be absurd to suppose that the government could not seize evidence allegedly relating
to 'non-enumerated' criminality because it happened to discover such evidence during the
course of otherwise lawful electronic surveillance, = citing W/U~ms). United States v.
D'Aquila, 719 F. Supp. 98, 111-14 (D. Conn. 1989), actually found that the "technical
requirementa" of § 2517(5) had been violated, but refused to supln~Ss evidence of the other
offenses because d e f e n d a ~ failed to show that the govermncnt acted in bad faith in seeking
the original order.
148. C~. United States v. Cervantes, 1994 WL 91280, *2 (7111Cir. March 22, 1994).
The necessary processing to determine the evidentiary value of a digital message, as described in Section HI, is considerably more invasive than simply turning over the turntable
by police who were lawfully in Hicks's apamnent, and strains the analogy of "plain view =
beyond recognition.
+-
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Plain View would rarely apply, since the investigator would have to
search the communication not cove~d by the Title HI order after
intercepting it to~determine ff it had probative value. 'This subsequent
search is ciearly not permitted unless there .was probable cause for the
seizure at the time the communication was seized. Aside from its
proximity to communications that were covered by the order, there is
nothing about an unrelated communication that would give the investigators any reason to believe it had evidentiary value. The value of the
communication does not become apparent until after the umuthorized
processing takes place. Similarly, the evidentiary value of the turntable
in Hicks did not become apparent until after the police recorded and
checked its serial number. Thus, the search of the turntable was illegal
because at the time the police Wxned it over, they had no reason to
believe it had evidentiary value.
Tiiis test limits but does not nullify Plain View. Plain View could still
be used for evidence of unrelated offenses found v~thin communications
that are covered by the order; for example, when a communication
concerning insider trading also contains evidence of an urn'elated
gambling operation. The police have a legal justification for being inside
this communication, just as the officer in Horton was justified inlooking
for rings in a drawer in which he found the guns. In this case the final processing of the communication necessary to transform it into readable
form was justified because the communication was related to the insider
trading specifically listed in the Title HI order. Furthermore, the text of
the communication relating to the illegal gambling operation is admissible
because the final processing which brought this text into plain view was
legally justified.

C. Evidentiary Value Immediately Apparent
The Dickerson Court underscored that Plain View requites not only
probable cause for the seizme to connect it with criminal activity, but also
that the evidentiary value of the item seized be immediately apparent to
the officers. InDickerson, the Court noted that the officer "determined
that the lump was contraband" only after "squeezing, sliding, and
otherwise manipulating the contents of the defendant's pocket. "t49 This
"continued exploration" constituted a "further search" notjustified by any

149. Minnesota v. Dic~erson, 113 S. Ct. 2130, 2138 (1993).
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exception to the wan-ant requirement, and was thus ,Yconstitufionally
invalid. "150
This language suggests that the fast-and-loose analysis applied b y
courts regarding the admissibility of section 2517(5) evidence, demonstrated in the Williams case, is simply incompatible with the Suprfane
Court's continued emphasis on protecting privacy interests when
considering Plain View. While Title Ill may give the investigators the
fight to intercept unrelated digital communications, the intensive
"manipulation" required to bring their evidentiary value into view cannot
be squared with Dickerson. It is quite clear from Section IH that the
evidentiary value of an unrelated digital communication can never be
"immediately apparent" at the time it is seized.

CONCLUSION
Given the continued acceleration of change in telecommunications
technology, federal courts are likely to be called upon to supervise
increasingly complicated elec~onic surveillance under Title HI. One
largely undefined aspect of this supervision concerns the admissibility of
evidence from electronic communications that is obtained outside the
particulars of a Title III order. Some courts have attemptedto resolve
this issue by grafting the Plain View exception onto section 2517(5) of
Title III. This article argues that in doing so these courts chose the fight
tool, but applied it improperly.
~
An analytical framework has been provided that resolves important
questions about the nature of electronic searches and seizures in a manner
that is faithfid to the intentions of Congress and the underIying Fourth
Amendment cases decided by the Supreme Court. This analysis suggests
that the minimization requirement, originally designed to ensure searches
met the "particularity" requirement of the Fourth Amendment, can no
longer satisfy that purpose because digital electronic communications
cannot be understood without extensive processing. Applying Plain View
analysis leads to a conclusion that this Fourth Amendment exception will
rarely apply to these interceptions. The basis that has been given by
several lower courts for admitting evidence of "other offenses" is in fact
insufficient under what would likely be the Supreme Court's view.
Ironically, a more generous reading of the applicability of Plain View

150. Id. at 2138-39.
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could actually i~duce Title H i t o a historical oddity or subject it to
powerful constitutional challenges. Due to rapid expansion of electronic
communications in both business and private life and the explosive growth
of the number of people served by private communications equipment,
Title III orders can now give law enforc~ifient officers access to vast
quantifies of private communications including phone calls, electronic
mail, faxes, and all manner of computer data transfers. The technical
infeasibility of seizing communications covered by~hv order without
actually processing extraneous communications in detail reveals section
2517(5) to be an unexploded land mine, which, absent careful application
of the Plain View tests articulated by the Supreme Court, willtum Title
HI into an authorization of general warrants.
Faced with the prospect of authorizing a wiretap through which all
evidence of any criminal activity by persons unrelated to the original
investigation may be searched and §eized, a neutral magistrate would find
it difficult to approve such an order in the growing number of electronic
network environments discussed in this article. Alternatively, ff such an
order is approved, all evidence seized (including evidence related to the
original investigation) may be subject to a successful exclusionary
challenge. Organized crime, the original target of Title HI and ECPA,
will have tremendous incentives to s~aeture criminal communications
through large private networks precisely because they are too diffuse to
support a wiretapping order.
It is no response, finally, to,suggest that Congress can simply amend
Title HI to ensure that the government can get more carefully targeted
access to private networks without having to expose the investigation. As
recently as March 1994, FBI Director Louis Freeh candidly admitted to
a joint House and Senate committee considering ame~lments to Title HI
that the Bureau had abandoned its earlier calls for even limited access to
private nctworks,<'recognizing the impracticability of getting consensus or
cooperation from all the parties who would need to be involved.
Acknowledging that PBXs and data exchanges constitute a "big hole" in
Title HI, Freeh told the committee "that's a concession we're willing to
make to narrow the package. "m But applying Title HI as it is currently
understood to environments that include this ."big hole" might drag the

151. Joint Hearing of the Technology and Law Subcomra~ and Law Subcomm. of the
Senate Judiciary Comm. and the Civil and Constitutional Rights Subcomm. of the House
Judiciary Comm., Federal Hews Service, Mar. 18, 1994, at 20, available in LEXIS, NEWS
Library, FEDNEW File.
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enfi'~e statute i n with it.
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